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University races ahead with Ford alliance
► Ford Motor Company
commits money to nation's
first programfor motorsports engineering.
MIKE MCCOMBS

news editor
Clemson has taken the lead
with its trend-setting motorsports
engineering program, thanks to an
agreement with Ford Motor
Company and several other autorelated companies.
For a minimum of two years,
Ford will give $300,000 yearly to
the program. In turn, Ford will
have the opportunity to hire
uniquely qualified engineers.
"In the short run, we hope to
gain faster race cars," said Preston
Miller, Ford's NASCAR program
manager. "Ultimately, though,
what these students learn can help
make the family sedan safer. We
will gain a relationship with a

■ Alliance: Ford Motor Co. will
provide $300,000 a year to
the motorsports program at
Clemson for a minimum of
two years.
■ Rolling lab: Students will use
mathematical models to predict the handling of a race
car and to stimulate how a
car responds to a bump or
other turbulence on the
track.
great university which lends itself
well to technological advances in
many areas, not just motorsports."
The partnership will allow
engineering students to work with
NASCAR teams on projects that
will benefit the University, the students and the racers.
"We try to make a laboratory
out of the race track," said
Clemson motorsports engineering

director James L. Kasprzak, a former engineer and race car driver.
"Instead of working in the normal
sterile engineering lab, where
everything is controlled, we put
students in an environment more
like the real world, where very few
things are controlled and they
have to learn how to deal with it."
Kasprzak said that students
will benefit from learning teamwork, how to meet deadlines, staying on task and managing time.
"Students are getting opportunities that cannot be matched
anywhere else," said Kasprzak.
The program, which cranked
up in 1995, has allowed Clemson
mechanical engineering students
to research automotive aerodynamics and handling. Some
research even included tests at
Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
Students also use computers
and laboratories for their research.
BMW and Chrysler are also
expected to have testing done.

Greg Erwin, one of the first students in the program, works for the
Diamond Ridge Motorsports'
Winston Cup team. Using sensorgenerated computer data, he measures roll, pitch and steering difficulty. He developed a computer
model to simulate changes to the
auto to help design cars for racing.
The motorsports institute is a
part of the proposed Robert H.
Brooks Sports Science Institute.
The institute, pending approval

from
the
South . Carolina
Commission on Higher Education,
will include sports engineering,
management, marketing and communications.
Brooks made a gift to the
University of $2.5 million through
his restaurant company, Hooters of
America Inc. The endowments
were made in the names of the men
who died in the 1993 plane crash
that killed NASCAR driver Alan
SEE BROOKS, PAGE 7
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Athletic Dept. joins relief effort
► Red Cross personnel at
Sept. 29 home game will collect monetary donations to
aid hurricane victims.
MIKE MCCOMBS

news editor

Many Carolinians would like to
forget hurricane Fran. However,
Athletic Director Bobby Robinson
is hoping that many will have
Fran's destruction in mind when
they attend the Tigers' Sept. 29
home-game against Wake Forest.
In conjunction with the Pickens
County Red Cross, the athletic
department is asking fans to make
donations at the game.
Red Cross personnel inside the
stadium will collect the donations
and see that they are channeled

through the proper Red Cross
relief agencies.
The personnel collecting the
donations will be wearing Red
Cross arm bands and special Red
Cross identification badges.
"We felt that because the loss to
the Carolinas was so great, we
needed to join the relief effort," said
Robinson. "We would like to
encourage the entire Clemson
University family to channel their
support through this effort."
This is not the first time the
athletic department has stepped
up in a time of need.
In the fall of 1989, in the wake,
of hurricane Hugo, donations were
collected at the Virginia home
game. Like the Wake Forest game,
it was the first home game after
the damage of the hurricane had
begun to be assessed. Each fan was

asked to donate at least $2.
"Although there is a strict nosolicitation policy in Clemson
Memorial Stadium, we feel the
destruction of Fran was so devastating that there is justified cause
to waive the policy in this emergency situation," said Robinson.
"We would also like to encourage
everyone to continue to support
their respective church and civic
groups in assisting in the Fran
relief effort."
In 1989, the athletic department was not alone in helping the
hurricane victims. Several student
groups organized to help with the
relief effort and the Atlantic Coast
Conference held a canned food
drive at all of the conference's
home games during one weekend
in September.
The financial aid office even

MARC DO. VECCHIO/mterim photo editor

Workers paint the walls of Cooper Library. The renovations are
part of the 30th year anniversary celebration of Cooper Library.
See story, page 8.

First Friday festivities jump start new season
► Parade highlighted
"Rock N'Roll through the
decades."
ALLISON EARLIN

staff writer

Clemson students and Tiger
fans came out for the First Friday
festivities to help the 1996 football
team kick off this year's home season. More than 1,000 people
attended the annual parade and
pep rally.
The parade included floats
made by members of the various
sororities, as well as the Tiger
Band, the Flag Corps, the
Twirlers, the cheerleaders, the
Rally Cats, the Tiger and Tiger
Cub mascots, and the Kudzu
Kids, members of Kappa Sigma
fraternity who don kudzu every
year for the parade.
This year's theme was "Rock N
Roll Through the Decades," and
many of the parade participants
wore outfits that reflected various
musical eras.

DAN ACUNA/staff photographei

GET MOVIN': The Tiger mascot charmed the crowd during a pep rally
last Friday. The spirited masses shouted familiar Tiger cheers, as the
"Macarena" again reared its head.
Central Spirit, who organized
the parade, was on hand to pass
out balloons and paint faces.
The parade route stretched
from Thornhill Village to the

Military Heritage Plaza, where the
pep rally was held.
The pep rally included performances by the Mic Man, the cheerleaders, Rally Cats, the Tiger Band,

the Flag Corps, the twirlers and
the mascots. The Centennial
Football Team, who served as
Grand Marshalls for the parade,
and their families were present to
help cheer the Tigers to their first
victory. The crowd participated in
Tiger cheers, danced to the
"Macarena," and there were even a
few brave souls who went crowd
surfing.
The winners of the float competition were announced at the
pep rally. Delta Delta Delta sorority took first place. Alpha Chi
Omega placed second and Alpha
Delta Pi finished third.
The winning float celebrated
the Roaring ~20s with a Harlem
Nights theme.
Alpha Chi Omega's float
remembered Rocky with the song
"Eye of the Tiger," and Alpha Delta
Pi created an Elvis float, complete
with motorcycles.
While many enjoy the festivities, few realize just how much
planning goes into preparing for
the parade. Stacey Laroche, chairperson for special events for

Central Spirit, was responsible for
the organization of the parade this
year.
A meeting is held in the spring
to which all interested organizations are invited, and it is at this
meeting that a theme.is decided
upon. This year's theme was selected because it could give rise to a
variety of ideas for the floats.
Organizations have until June
28 to submit their ideas, and shortly thereafter they receive notice as
to which of their ideas they can
use to create their float. Pomps and
lumber must be purchased, and
trucks and trailers must be
reserved.
As the date grows closer, a fall
meeting is held to discuss rules
and regulations. Public Safety is
notified so that the streets can be
closed off, and Housing must
approve the use of the area behind
Bryan Mall for the construction of
the floats.
A Grand Marshal must be
selected (or 27, in this year's case).
SEE

PARADE, PAGE 9
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Clemson: best college buy in S.G
► Money magazine names
Clemson as one of the top
ten colleges in the Southeast.
BRIAN SUBER

staff writer
For the second straight year,
Clemson has been named the best
college buy in South Carolina. The
honor was bestowed upon the
University by Money magazine in
their annual rankings of the
nation's best college buys.
Clemson was also ranked 29th
in the nation and in the top ten in
E
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"This ranking is a recognition of the combined effort
of Dr. Curris, the board of
trustees and our faculty
and staff to provide a topquality academic experience for our students."
MIKE HEINTZE

Director of Admissions
One of the reasons for this positive ranking may have been the

Board of Trustees' implementation
of a budget that includes no
tuition increase.
This is the first time in ten years
that no such increase has been
approved.
Heintze credited the entire
Clemson community, from President Curris to the faculty and
staff, for the high ranking.
"This ranking is a recognition
of the combined efforts of Dr.
Curris, the board of trustees, and
our faculty and staff to provide a
top-quality academic experience
for our students," said Heintze.

DOT

Web made more user friendly
STAFF REPORTS

C

the Southeast.
Director of Admissions Mike
Heintze said, "Being ranked this
high in Money magazine's annual
listing of best college buys is certainly good news. There is no questions that in today's high-tech
economy, parents and students
realize the value of a post-secondary education."
The magazine used a variety of
indicators, for their rankings
including entrance examination
results, class rank of entering
freshman, and five- and six-year
graduation rates.

DCIT's Web pages went
through a major overhaul this
summer. No longer is it necessary
to know a particular group's name
or the internal organization of the
Division of Computing and
Information Technology (DCIT) to
get to a particular Web page. The
newly designed pages reflect a
more personal menu structure,
guiding the browser through a
series of questions and answers.
The DCIT Web Committee, along
with the suggestions from our
Vice Provost Dr. Duckenfield, came
up with the following menus to
provide pertinent information to
our readers.
The "Welcome Menu" provides
a general structure for DCIT and it
links to some of its departments
and sections. A student can also
find the Strategic Plan and an on-

line version of the newsletter, computing@clemson. edu.
The "Student Menu" provides a
listing of frequently asked questions for students or prospective
students. Students will find everything from where the public
access labs are located and what
equipment and software they offer
to on-line registration and housing
information and any other late
breaking news.
The "Employee Menu" offers
system resources information, tips
on using e-mail, on-line documentation for all DCIT supported systems, on-line forms, computer
training schedules and PC repair
information.
The "SuperUser Menu" is
designed for those employees who
provides technical support for
their department and/or colleges.
Some of this information includes
campus software licensing infor-

mation, where a student can go for
help, and a listing of on-line computer magazines and up-coming
events.
The "Visitor Menu" provides
more general information on what
is currently going on in DCIT.
The "Quick Links Menu" is
designed to access some of the
most accessed information within
DCIT. Some of these links include
computer rates, software information, hardware information, documentation, late breaking news and
DCIT's services.
The "Weekly Specials Menu"
provides information on late
breaking news and DCIT's services.
Clem Web pages also has been
updated. Links to information
include News & Info, CU Info
Tools, Searching, Clubs &
Organization, Greek Life, Feed
Back, Help and Clemson Home.

Botanical Garden preserves plants
STAFF REPORTS

Vegetables like the ones your
great-grandparents planted, and
the information needed to grow
them yourself, will be available for
area gardeners Sept. 20 in the
South Carolina Botanical Garden
at Clemson.
The Heirloom Garden is a joint
effort by four Clemson professors
who are working to preserve
plants that were grown before
commercial seed production. With
commercialization, seed producers developed hybrids with standardized characteristics such as
taste or color.

In the process of standardizing
selected characteristics, other
desirable traits may have been
eliminated. The heirloom plants,
with their broader gene base, have
a natural resistance to pests, disease and temperature fluctuations
that hybrid plants lack.
"With these heirloom varieties
in our garden, we will have a
library of strengths to use for
research in the event of hybrid
crop
failures,"
said
David
Bradshaw, a Clemson horticulture
professor. He is working with sociologist Brenda Vander Mey to preserve the heirloom vegetables.
Agronomists James Palmer and

Susan Wallace are raising South
Carolina crop plants in the
Agronomic Crops Garden.
The crops garden includes
plants with historical importance
to South Carolina such as Sea
Island cotton, indigo and rice;
plants with current economic
importance such as cotton, soybeans and hybrid corn; and specialty plants such as vegetabletype soybeans.
Visitors are invited to tour the
Heirloom
Garden and
the
Agronomic Crops Garden and
visit with the researchers at no
charge on Sept. 20 from 9 a.m.
until 2 p.m.

Changes in
block tickets
JASON PORTER

staff writer
It's fall again, and football is
being played in Death Valley.
With the new season however,
come several notable changes
in the block ticket policy.
Block tickets are reserved for
those organizations that are
"officially recognized and in
good standing with the
University." To be eligible for
block seating, a group must
request a minimum of 12 tickets.
Through requests of the
Student Government, freshmen
are now allowed to be a part of
the block seating program.
In recent years, freshmen,
among others, have crowded
into block seating areas, despite
the fact that they didn't have
tickets for those seats.
The administration felt that
allowing freshmen to obtain
block seating tickets would
alleviate this dangerous overcrowding.
Student Government also
felt that ticket distribution
dates needed to be expanded.
Tickets can now be picked up
Monday through Wednesday
from 7:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m. at Gate
6 of Littlejohn Colliseum.
Orders for block tickets must be
placed on Thursdays prior to
distribution dates.
Further information on the
new block ticket policy and a
complete schedule of order and
pick-up dates can be found at
the ticket office at Gate 9 of
Memorial Stadium.

Curris urges increased funding for education
► Clemson president says
state colleges and universities need morefundingfor
facilitiesand technology.
STAFF REPORTS

Clemson University President
Constantine Curris urged the
members of the new Commission
on Higher Education to be active
advocates for increased funding for
quality initiatives, facilities and
technology for the state's colleges
and universities.
Noting that his 15 months at
Clemson had seen the restructuring of the Commission, a legislative review of higher education
and the appointment of new
Commissioners, Curris said the
changes open the door for better
communication and progress
among institutions, their boards
and the Commission.
"There are three overriding
issues in higher education: accessibility, affordability and quality,"
said Curris said in his annual budget presentation to CHE. "On the

issue of accessibility, South
Carolina scores well. On affordability, we do not.
"A Georgia resident paid
approximately $1,605, and in
Florida $1,817, while South
Carolinians paid from $3,000 to
$3,700.
We
believe
the
Commission should be active
advocates for adequately funding
higher education. Georgia has
done it. North Carolina has done it,
and South Carolina should do it as
well."
"The Commission's message to
the General Assembly and to the
people of the state should be that
higher education is an investment,
not a cost, " Curris said. "Higher
education is in inextricably linked
to economic development and personal property. Economic growth
in the 21st century will depend
largely on the investment the state
is willing to make in higher education."
Curris called for a statewide
investment in information technology, calling computers and
software as necessary today as
desks and chalk have been in the
past.

■B

"Through hard work and good
fortune, Clemson was in a position
to make a one-time investment of
$2 million in information technology this year," he said. "This was
made possible by using part of the
savings from organizational
restructuring and revenue generated from hosting the Carolina
Panthers at Clemson last year. We
won't have those same options this
year."
He also requested more support
for research geared to future economic development, including
$650,000 for an advanced engineering fibers and films center at
Clemson, noting that the higher
education review committee recommended that the research institutions seek to increase their
research capabilities.
Curris also endorsed a state
bond bill to invest in the physical infrastructure of South
Carolina's campuses. Clemson's
infrastructure needs include a
$23.5 million central energy
facility, a $27 million agricultural and life sciences biotechnology complex, $13 million to complete the most crucial deferred

maintenance classroom and student facilities projects and
$680,000 to renovate the home
of John C. Calhoun and founder
Thomas Green Clemson.
"Along with accessibility and
affordability, the third major issue
in higher education is quality, and
we ask for an investment in the
quality of higher education in
South Carolina," said Curris. "We
must move formula funding to a
much higher education in South
Carolina. In your advocacy for
higher education, accord priority
to those requests and to those factors which will enhance the quality of educational experiences for
students and which provide
incentives for higher achievement
levels.
"Competitive facility salaries,
instructional materials, educational software, state of the art
educational and scientific equipment, and meaningful career
counseling are all critical components of the
educational
process-and South Carolina continues to compete with one arm
tied behind its back because of
funding limitations."
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CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Dorm fire causes evacuation
in Johnstone
Johnstone F resident hall was
evacuation Sunday as a precaution when a small fire was detected from a third floor trash can.
University firefighters quickly extinguished the fire which
was reported just after 10 p.m.
There was minimal damage to
the building and no injuries
were reported.

Home arrested on assault
charge
Football wide receiver
Antonio T. "Tony" Home was
charged with simple assault
and battery by University police
on Sept. 5, in a case growing out
of an altercation on campus last
week. Home was released on a
$304 personal recognizance
bond pending trial.
Home was suspended indefinitely from Head Coach Tommy
West last Tuesday afternoon for
his "failure to conform with
team policy" in connection with
a fight which occurred early
Sunday morning in the
University's Thornhill Village
apartments.

Professor receives award for
Alumni Achievement
Dr. Darryl D. DesMarteau
received the first College of
Engineering and Science Award
of Excellence for Faculty
Achievement in the Sciences at
the College faculty meeting on
August 21.
On September 3, DesMarteau
was also awarded the 1995
Alumni Achievement Award
from his undergraduate alma
mater, Washington State
University

Senior Platoon to rehearse
Ranging in ages from 58 to
73, more than 40 alumni of the
Senior Platoon are expected to
rehearse Saturday and Sunday
for a reunion performance (at
the Clemson-N.C. State football
game Nov. 16) of their routines
that dazzled audiences for 30
years. Rehearsals will be held on
the intramural field across from
Fike Recreation Center and next
to Sloan Tennis Complex, starting at 9 a.m. Saturday and at
7:30 a.m. on Sunday.
From 1930 until 1960, more
than 1,500 cadets were members
of the Senior Platoon, performing at parades, football games,
festivals and other events all over
the county. Although the Senior
Platoon disbanded as Clemson
changed from a military college
into a civilian university,
reunions are held regularly for
the group's 800 living alumni.

Book sale at library
R. M. Cooper Library will
hold its annual book sale Sept.
27 on the library's fountain
plaza 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
The day-long book sale will
feature paperback fiction as well
as science and technology books.
For a $5 fee, buyers can preview
the selection at 9-10 a.m.
The sale is sponsored by the
Clemson University Foundation
with profits going toward the
purchase of new books for the
Universities libraries.

Building a new fraternity
"Build your own fraternity" is
an opportunity that the Beta
Theta Pi general fraternity is offering to students. Representatives
will be on campus Sept. 8-20 to
coordinate a campus-wide
recruitment effort to select the
colony's founding fathers.
With over 150,000 members
from nearly 150 North American chapters, Beta Theta Pi is
among the oldest of colleges fraternities.
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Northeast gets big load of Blizzard babies
There was apparently much
more going on indoors during the
Blizzard of '96 than playing board
games and watching weather
reports.
After the huge snowstorm
socked the Northeast in January
Pennsylvania and New Jersey
delivery rooms are preparing for a
deluge of Blizzard Babies.
"It doesn't take rocket science,
it just takes a little arithmetic,"
Bryn Mawr Hospital Administrator Nancy Farrington said on
Friday. "Instead of playing in the
snow, people were playing in their
beds," she said.
Dr. Wendy Martinez said that,
for the first time ever, her Voorhees,
N.J., practice had to add a second
birthing class for new mothers.
The topic of conversation on
the first day of class?
"Everyone was asking everyone
else, ~So what day of the storm did
you do it on?"' Martinez said.
Thirty years ago, the birth rate
jumped off the charts at New
York-area hospitals, nine months
after the great blackout of 1965.
Petty thefts turn out to be
panty thefts
Some might disregard it as
petty theft.
But a closer look reveals that
$800 worth of lingerie has turned
up missing from Coeur d'Alene
dresser drawers since March.
The tally to date from six burglaries: 103 pairs of women's
underwear, five pairs of men's
boxer shorts, 11 bras, five women's
swimsuits, four women's slips, one
camisole and one pair of women's
pajamas.
Residents only recently began
reporting the missing undergarments. In most cases, people ini-

he was a guest of the team.
Adams missed all three of his
field goal attempts.

N0VEL1
tially thought they had simplymisplaced the clothing.
One woman discovered missing
underwear and then her daughter
started complaining of missing
bras. The woman hid some underwear in a gym bag, only to have
that turn up missing.
Police have not named any suspects.
Field goal kicking fan nabbed
by police
Allen E. Adams got to show
tens of thousands of football fans
what he could do with the pigskin.
Too bad he was on the run.
Adams was arrested Sunday
during halftime of the Pittsburgh
Steelers' 31-17 win over the
Baltimore Ravens at Three Rivers
Stadium.
Adams, 36, of Pittsburgh was
among three fans chosen at random to attempt field goals to win
either a free dinner at a posh
restaurant or the chance to win a
free round-trip flight on USAir.
During the contest, Allegheny
County police Sgt. John Kearney
was standing near the Ravens' tunnel to help provide security. He
heard Adams' name over the loudspeakers, recognized it, called his
office to confirm the warrant and
made the arrest as Adams walked
off the field.
"I have a friend with the same
name, and the name has been on
the wanted list for so long that it
kind of stands out," Kearney said
Monday.
The sergeant allowed Adams to
finish kicking his field goals and
waited to put handcuffs on Adams
until later in the press box where

Okanagans must wait seven
years for "Sex"
Some people may have to wait
until 2002 for "Sex" at the
Okanagan Regional Library.
There are 110 people waiting to
borrow Madonna's controversial
book more than three years after it
was released.
Everyone on the waiting list is
entitled to keep the book for up to
three weeks.
With a week travel time
between branches added in, that
means anyone who wants to add
their name to the list will have to
wait until 2002 before they're
called.
Mom and dad unintentionally
set fire to daughter's hair
An 11-year-old girl suffered
severe burns when her parents
poured gasoline in her hair to kill
lice while she was standing inches
from the pilot light on a gas stove.
"It's just hard for us to believe,"
Merrimac Fire Chief Brian Peavey
said. "They obviously gave no
thought to the stove."
The girl, Cheryl MacBridey was
in fair condition Monday at
Shriner's Burns Institute in Boston.
She suffered severe burns to her
hands, arms and face.
Kevin Dudley also suffered
burns to his hands, arms and face.
He was treated at Anna Jacques
Hospital in Newburyport and
released.
The Department of Social
Services was investigating the
incident.

Young Alligator becomes
celebrity figure
At 4 a.m. Monday, a Texas drawl
drifted through the Golden Gate
fog and onto the airwaves.
"We are live in San Francisco,"
said Texas disc jockey Ross
Johnson. "The fog is here, it's dark,
but we're going to talk about that
little gator."
Johnson was referring to the
elusive 3-foot alligator in
Mountain Lake on the edge of the
San Francisco Presidio, which has
evaded trappers for more than a
month since it was spotted.
The gator has become a celebrity to Johnson and his listeners on
KBAE radio, broadcast out of
Horseshoe Bay, Tex. Johnson does
the station's morning show, which
reaches 10 counties and more than
50 towns in central Texas.
"We want to save that little
gator that was let loose in the
lake," Johnson said. His broadcast
included a visit from Mayor Willie
Brown and the San Francisco Boys
Chorus, singing "Puff the Magic
Dragon."
Each year family disturbs bees
for entertainment
All it takes is a mad swarm of
bees to make this clan happy.
Four generations of the Cobb
family get together every year to
pick a fight with bumblebees.
They purposely disturb a nest,
then fight the bees with leafy
branches.
They don't kill the bees, that
would end the party too soon. Nor
do they wear protective clothing,
but most wear shorts and some go
shirtless.
"It's no fun if people don't get
stung," said 46-year-old Tinker

Beals, whose granddad Bun Cobb
started the family tradition years
ago.
It seems "Papa" Cobb was a poor
sharecropper who came up with
bumblebee-fighting as a means to
keep his mess of 15 kids entertained. On Sundays, after a big
lunch, they'd stir up a nest and
keep at it all day.
Using branches as weapons,
they swat at the bees and at each
other. It's not a quiet or pretty sight,
but it sure is funny, not to mention
peculiar.
Tradition dictates they stay
until they wear out the bees or
until they have to go to the hospital to get treated for stings.
"It's fun. It makes the adrenaline
really get up and pump. It scares
you to death," said Cobb's daughter
Nellie Donahoo, 65, who still gets
out there and shakes her branches
like she did as a girl.
"The Redneck Olympics,"
added Ronnie Dossett, 31, who
fights alongside his mom.

CORRECTION:
In the Career Expo
Guide 1996 published on
Sept. 10, the date for the
Career Fair was incorrectly
stated.
The Career Festival will
be held on Bowman Field
in front of Holtzendorff
Hall on Tuesday, Sept. 17
from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m.
The Career Fair will be
held the following day on
Wednesday, Sept. 18 at
Littlejohn Coliseum from
10 a.m. to 4p.m.

GET BUSY. NOT BUSY SIGNALS
Introducing

ligerTel Internet Access
provided by campusMCF

•*$14.95 MO/75 HRS • FREE CROISIN' IAMB AM<
DIRECT CAMPUS CONNECTION **N0 BUSY SIGNALS
•SOFTWARE INCLODED • UNLIMITED E-MAIL*
* Up to 75 hours of local access. One-time sign up fee of $12.00, additional charges may apply.
Contact customer service for complete details. campusMCI Internet service provided pursuant to campusMCI program.
© MCI Telecommunications Corporation, 1996. * Chance of receiving a busy signal is approximately 1%.

What Are You Waiting For?

CALL 1-800-821-5637
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Nude bar invades Clemson
Yet, the Clemson community is largely made up of families with
It is now common knowledge that The Gathering, once a safe
haven for under-age freshmen to dance and think of themselves as strong moral and religious values. This community finds such dens
of sin extremely offensive and are uncomfortable with having one
"cool," has become a nudie bar.
Yes, The Gathering is now Diamond Dolls, a place where you can right in their backyard.
The entire subject of topless women stirs a great deal anger
tote along your own beer and enjoy the stimulating entertainment
of ladies who bare their bods in return for sizable tips from the among women in the community. A large percentage of women
find such activities demeaning.
panting guys who flock to see them.
For not only is Clemson a family community but it is also the
Does Clemson really need this? After all, there are at least two
other places in neighboring Oconee county to go for similar recre- location of a major university filled with idealistic young women
who are greatly offended by Diamond Dolls
ation. Are there that many lustful men in the
and other places like it.
area to demand a third topless bar?
Its location right beside the Clemson Police
Our Position:
Granted, this is a college town, but how
Department and the Clemson City Hall
many times have there been traffic jams on
Diamond Dolls is
makes it impossible not to take note of the
Hwy. 123 to get into Chelsea's? Judging from
bar's existence.
the small number ot pick-up trucks in the
inappropriate for
Establishments like Diamond Dolls have
parking lot of that illustrious establishment, it
the Clemson
existed since the beginning of time, and legalwould appear that a majority of people in the
ly speaking, the operators of Diamond Dolls
area have better things to do with their time.
community.
have as much of a right to conduct business
Of course, there is always the chance that
here in Clemson as any other business with a
Diamond Dolls plans to be a much classier
place ... metal poles for the girls to dance around rather than splin- license.
There has been comparatively little debate over places like
tery wooden ones, for instance.
The fact remains that the city of Clemson is a small town with a Slim's or Chelsea's, but those places are away from downtown areas,
distinctive family atmosphere and no matter how classy a nudie which may be presented to the public as the essence of our town.
bar claims to be, it will always be simply a nudie bar in the public's These establishments in out-of-town locations allow anyone who
wishes to witness such performances to do so without bothering
eyes.
Of the few businesses in the city, must one of them be a place like the general public.
However, with Diamond Dolls central location, many in the
this? Especially with its location on the main highway through
town, a route traveled often by not only residents, but visitors as community believe that certain undesirable patrons will flood the
well.
streets of Clemson.
While this belief may be far-fetched and generalized, it remains
People considering Clemson as a new home or possibly a lace to
send their child for higher education could be greatly influenced a fear which is strong throughout our predominately conservative
by the presence of an all nude dance club.
community.
Once all the points have been considered, it seems unnecessary
At least the operators of Diamond Dolls has assured the city that
there will be no tacky blinking neon breasts suspended above the to force yet another topless bar on the residents of the area.
Chelsea's and Slim's provide more than enough skin for us.
building to advertise its purpose. We can be thankful for that.

SPEAKING T
How do you feel about Clemson having an all nude dance club?

Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and should include the
author's name, signature and phone
number (plus school and class if
applicable). They will be checked for
authenticity. Letters may be edited for
clarity and grammar.

Don't agree with
what we have to say?
Drop your comments by
our office in the Union or fax
them to 656-4772.

1 think it is inappropriate for 18-year-olds to go
to a nude club. However,
if people want to go, then
it is their own choice.
and they should be
allowed to go.
Spencer Bernstein

engineering
freshman

It not only does gives
Clemson bad publicity,
but it also brings in people that are not part of
the college atmosphere.

1 don't think that
Clemson should have
one because it would be
demeaning for the college atmosphere.

Kayci Merritt

J. J. Benich

elementary education
sophomore

engineering
freshman

It is insulting and
embarrassing to go to a
school in a town with a
nude dance club. It will
give others the wrong
idea about Clemson.

I don't see what the big
deal is about having a
dance club in Clemson.
Every individual can
make a choice either to
go there or not.

Janet Ward

Bret Barron

special education
freshman

ceramic engineering
graduate student

!
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Critics of Diamond Dolls should loosen up
So The Gathering, a dumpy
local dance club, has been
transformed into a dumpy
local strip club.
Who cares? It
is unlikely that
this place will
have any negative
effect on our area.
It is not as if
the marquee now
showcases two
gigantic flashing neon breasts.
If the facade of the club stays as
it is, nobody will even notice that
the sweaty dancers of yesterday
have been replaced by gyrating
strippers.
The place was not making any

money as a dance club and the
owners simply made a business
decision. If you feel that they made
the wrong
choice, don't
patronize their
establishment.
By complaining, and by
the City's
excpected
action to try to
close the club down, Diamond
Dolls is receiving plenty of free
exposure (no pun intended).
Most of the points made by
uptight, conservative opponents of
the club are revealed to be invalid
and unsound under further inves-

tigation.
One point is that the club violates the standards of a moral and
religious community like Clemson.
That would be true, except that
Clemson is a bar infested college
town where alcohol flows free and
the smell of dope wafts out of
every other dorm room.
Another false assumption is
that future students will be scared
away by the club. It seems like half
of the Clemson student body have
been spoon fed orange and white
since birth, and they are not going
to rebuke their lifelong ambition
because of a nudie bar.
Since the place is so inconspicuous, future students won't even

notice it.
The most preposterous point is
that the club will sattract an
"undesirable" element to Clemson,
possibly prone to violence.
In the past few years, the dance
club was host to a shooting or two,
and anybody who goes downtown
has the chance to see bouncers
hungrily eject participants of a
drunken brawl.
Isn't it a little bit self-righteous
for us to say that we are well
behaved, educated college students,
and we don't want unsavory people coming to campus?
Look at the headlines. Plenty of
Clemson students have been
involved in legal problems as of

late. Perhaps this club will actually
help provide a release for people
that does not involve any trouble
with the law.
If the club founders, then it will
be evidence that the community
and student body have rejected it.
But if the club thrives, then it
will be proof that many Clemson
students and other members of the
community are keeping it afloat,
and that rather than being an eyesore, the club is actually filling a
void in our community and providing a much wanted service.
Levi Nayman is a senior majoring in
English. Email comments to tiger®
clemson.edu.
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Clinton builds for the future

Clinton makes 'convincing' case

There has been much talk in the political
arena these past few weeks concerning
"building bridges." President Bill
Clinton first introduced this concept of
building a bridge to the future at the
Democratic Convention. The president's
opponent, Bob Dole, in an effort to draw
attention to his political agenda referred to
building bridges to the past.
With the time until election day
approaching rapidly, the candidates are
fighting vehemently for the support, and
votes, of the American populace. The
speeches they make are becoming more and
more filled with promises
of a revitalised America.
Despite the political
rhetoric surrounding
them, both metaphors are
interesting to look at in
light of what each man
has done thus far in his
respective political career.
The president has spent the last four
years designing and implementing initiatives which have had a positive and dramatic impact on the way we as a country
approach and solve our collective problems.
Clinton's bridge is designed to span problems that still face us such as teen drug
abuse, illegitimacy, and an economy that is
still recovering from years of abuse. The goal
is to lead to a better future for America's
children, while maintaining programs that
effect vital segments of the populace.
While many people disagree that the
president is on the right path to achieve his
goals, I must argue that his initiatives are
targeted for growth and improvement.
Similarly, Citizen Dole argues that his
bridge would lead the country into prosperity via a return to those idyllic days when
morality and virtue were an integral and

Bill Clinton is definitely the bridge to a
future. In response to Bob Dole's call to
re-create the America of the past, the
president has worked very hard to show
himself to be the candidate most able to
lead the United States into the next century. Clinton, both by his track record and by
his vision for America, makes a convincing
case.
Clinton has said that he envisions an
America "that is grounded in our founding
principles and in the values that made us
great" and believes that, under his administration, we are heading in the right direction.
As any serious student
of American history will
tell you, Clinton's programs agree perfectly
with the Founding
Fathers' plans for a huge,
intrusive government that
punishes success and
makes citizens feel guilty for excelling in a
competitive economic system.
Surely Washington, Madison and the
other authors of American government
would applaud the subjection of the sovereignty of the United States to the authority
of the World Trade Organization and other
international bodies.
The Fathers would certainly smile upon
the fact that illegal immigrants regularly
enter our country and utilize taxpayerfunded programs.
Though an income tax was not one of
the "founding principles" of our country,
I'm sure the creators of our government
would be cheered by Clinton's hints of
another tax increase, even after instituting
the largest tax hike in American history.
People that are working hard and making money don't spend their money as well

positive force in American's lives. Although I
would never argue against these necessary
aspects of society, I fear this bridge brings
with it more problems than solutions.
I did not grow up in the same world as
Dole, but my grandparents did, and the stories they tell of depression era poverty, world
wars, and racial inequality do not paint the
portrait of the "prosperous" America that
Dole envisions and strives to return.
Even though I do not remember these
times, I do recall the '80s when Reagan was in
charge. Then, Senator Dole spoke vehemently
against the president's economic proposals of
"supply-side economics."
Trickle down theory, as
supply-side was affectionately referred to, paid the
rich to get richer while the
poor and middle classes
stood at the bottom of the
trickle, nary feeling a drop.
Dole spoke against
these proposals then, and for that I applaud
him. He argued that the effects these proposals would have on America's economy
would be detrimental, and he was right. The
senator also spoke against a young, politically active conservative who's policy was
anathema to his own ideas of Conservative
leadership. This young man was Jack Kemp.
Today, Dole has espoused both in an
attempt to achieve the ultimate office.
So, while Dole speaks of building bridges
that would return us to the days of family
and morality and a sense of community, he
appears unable to build a bridge between his
campaign and an honest desire to do what
he once considered right for this country.
There is no bridge that can overcome that.
Brian Suber is a senior majoring in history.
Email comments to tiger@clemson.edu.

or as responsibly as the government can
anyway.
While Clinton champions the causes
that formed our great nation and forms a
bridge to the future, Bob Dole and the other
hate-mongering Republicans have had the
audacity to rewrite history and claim that
America was once a better place.
In his acceptance speech at the
Republican convention, Dole said that
"restraint, honor and trust in the people"
must return to Washington.
However, Bill Clinton has already
brought these ideals back to the capitol.
With the exception of the
Whitewater scandal, the
numerous extra-marital
affairs, the shady hirings
and firings of partisan
government officials, the
draft dodging and inhaling episodes, the myriad
of broken promises and
the expansion of governmental power, the
Clinton administration has been a bulwark
of "restraint, honor and trust in the people."
"You're wrong," Dole said to those who
believe America has never been better. "I
know because I was there. I have seen it and
I remember."Obviously, Dole doesn't realize
that America is just fine as it is.
Just because the America that Bob Dole
remembers didn't have the skyrocketing
amount of drug use among children that
we have today and the exorbitant taxes that
we pay today doesn't mean his America
was better. We have the Internet.
So, Mr. Dole, you can keep your America.
We are crossing Bill Clinton's toll bridge to
the 21st century.
Mike Naragon is a graduate student in history.
Email comments to tiger@clemson.edu.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Time Out cartoon
found to be offensive
To the editor:
I am writing this letter to
express my disappointment, as a
University employee, in the lack of
judgment and the poor taste that
you, as a staff and newspaper, used
in placing the cartoon by J.
Edwards in the August 30 issue of
The Tiger. The cartoon, shown on
page 2 of the Time Out section was
accompanied Ethan H. Bellamy's
article, "Getting Kinkier On
Campus."
As a female on the Clemson
campus, I am appalled at the fact
that this would even make it
through an editor's meeting and a
proofing process. As a former editor of a college newspaper, this is
something that both shocked and
disgusted me when I saw it. I am
also surprised at the fact that the
Clemson University logo, though
not the official logo, is a major part
of the caricature. I do not think that
University officials would approve
of the message that this sends to
females on this campus.

I believe that I am a pretty fair
and open-minded individual, but
when I see something that is blatantly degrading to anyone, black
or white, male or female, I take it to
heart. To see this come out in a
school paper is very disheartening
and extremely disappointing. I feel
that The Tiger owes women across
this campus an apology for letting
that cartoon make it through the
printing process and into the student and employee population.
Jessica Reo

sports information

Poor reporting is
harmful to Clemson
To the editor:
To all who are concerned about
recent news and Internet reports on
the AP wire service, ABC, USA
Today, ESPNET and perhaps other
media about Clemson University's
football program, this letter is
offered in the hope that future discussions about Clemson will be
based on accurate information.
It is true that Clemson and its
athletics program have been

embarrassed and distressed recently by a series of incidents involving
football players, dating back to
February. There have been nine
arrests of student-athletes in the
past seven months, ranging in
severity from misuse of a long-distance calling card to allegations of
criminal sexual assault. The most
serious charges, criminal sexual
assault, have been dropped. A number of students have been disciplined by the University and/or
dismissed from the football team.
The University has instituted several new controls and educational
programs designed to prevent such
incidents in the future.
Last week, at the invitation of
the Student Senate, head coach
Tommy West addressed a Senate
meeting and fielded questions
about his team's behavior and his
disciplinary methods. Those who
attended have called the meeting a
positive step, and the Student
Senate president expressed his
appreciation to West for listening to
student concerns and answering
their questions. The meeting was
covered by several local news
reporters.
Unfortunately, an Associated
Press reporter who did not attend

the Senate meeting decided to
rewrite one of the local stories,
adding his own slant to the story by
calling the assembled students
"angry" and "confused," creating a
portrait of a football coach being

confronted by an angry mob. This
erroneous and fabricated portrayal
of events was subsequently distributed nationally by the wire service,
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making its way to USA Today and
then to ABC News (and ABC
Sports). Like AP, none of these
media had reporters in attendance
at the Senate meeting. The latest
version of the story, distributed via
Internet by ESPNET (also not represented at the meeting), now has 100
students telling the coach they
were afraid to be on campus. It was
actually a quote attributed to one
student.
In a selectively edited story, ABC
News recently reported that an
alleged abduction and rape charge
was not prosecuted because of contradictory testimony, specifically
the players' insistence that the sex
was consensual. Not mentioned
was the Solicitor's much more significant statement that disinterested, third-party eyewitnesses contradicted much of the woman's
story, particularly the "abduction."
These witnesses said the individuals involved in the case appeared to
be engaged in a friendly conversation, and the woman drove away
alone in her car. The solicitor also
said there was no physical evidence
to corroborate the story. This is
additional information that was
widely reported in local news coverage, but not in the recent national

news stories.
These facts are offered in the
interest of accuracy, not to suggest
that we don't recognize that some
of our student athletes have made
some very poor decisions recently.
Clemson's athletic department
takes this situation very seriously,
and it has instituted a number of
new programs to help students
make good decisions. The
University apologizes again to its
students, alumni and friends for the
embarrassment that this situation
has caused. The incidents themselves are damaging enough to
Clemson's reputation without the
additional harm that can be caused
by careless reporting.
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ications coming soon
STAFF REPORTS

A paperless process for applying to the graduate school at
Clemson University is on the horizon. The first step is Clemson's online application form, which was
demonstrated recently at the
National Association of Graduate
School Admissions Professionals
in San Francisco. It has since generated a number of inquiries from
schools, such as Penn State, which
want to follow Clemson's lead.
"We started thinking about this
a couple of years ago," said Farrell
Brown, associate dean of the graduate school, At that time, graduate
school staff manually accumulated, sorted and responded to the
information cards prospective students filled out at graduate school
recruiting fairs. "We asked why the
students couldn't give us that
information via a laptop computer
instead of a piece of paper. The
next step, then, was to have the
entire information card appear on
a screen."
It was up to Diane Donald, the
graduate school's technology consultant, to convert that idea into
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reality. She first designed a system
that allowed students to provide
biographical information on laptop computers donated by NCR.
"We saw that the students loved
it when the screen came up on a
laptop computer," she said. "It generated a lot of interest and we
knew that having the graduate
school application itself on screen
would be even more impressive." It
took five months to develop the
on-screen application.
Currently, the graduate school
application is available on the
Internet at <http://www.grad.
clemson.edu/index.htm>. A student types in basic information as
well as potential areas of study.
When completed, the application
is sent electronically to the graduate school for processing. The two
primary benefits of this system,
Brown said, are cost savings and
speed.
"The beauty of this system is
that we don't have to wait and the
students don't have to wait," he
said. "Barring an overload on the

internet, we get their application
immediately and we can respond
much quicker than we could when
we processed paper applications
manually. Applicants from foreign
countries, who must always worry
about the mail systems in two different countries, are quite relieved
to learn of this system. We will
also realize savings in labor costs
because of that reduced processing
time."
In time, the entire application,
including letters of recommendation and transcripts, may be submitted electronically. Payment of
the application fee through a credit or debit card is the final step in
the process of developing a paperless application.
"The story here is how our
innovative staff worked together
to develop a creative, imaginative
process that is at the leading edge
of this trend," said Wayne Bennet,
dean of the graduate school. "We
have achieved a position of national leadership at minimal cost, and
that is a source of pride."

Total support grows
STAFF REPORTS

Donors contributed $21.6 million to the University's academic
programs during the 1995-96 fiscal year that ended June 30.
Total support for student
aid, scholarships and fellowships was $6.1 million, which
represents a 17 percent increase
over last year's total of $5.2 million.
During the 12-month period
that ended in June, 15,154 donors
made 20,755 gifts-the first time
in the history of the Clemson
Fund that more than 20,000
gifts have been received in a fiscal year.
"I think the numbers reflect
the loyalty so prevalent among
Clemson graduates, friends,
parents and corporate partners," said Debbie Dubose, the
University's chief alumni and
development officer. "Our supporters continue to be committed to making Clemson's edu-

cational; and public service
programs stronger and more
relevant to the state and the
world."
"Another exciting indicator is
reflected in the growing support
we continue to see from our
young alumni," said DuBose.
"Fifty percent of our alumni
graduated since 1980.
"They're young, mobile and
still getting established in their
careers and families, yet many of
them make the time and find the
money to send in a gift for
Clemson.
"That speaks volumes about
the quality of their experience
here as students and about the
importance they place on higher
education."
More than $420,000 was
raised from 4,700 alumni who
have graduated since 1980. Also,
the year's total represents a twopercent increase in overall alumni support of Clemson's academic programs.
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Kulwicki and Brooks' son Mark.
"These endowments will be a
lasting tribute to the gentlemen who
have meant so much to us," said
Brooks. "They will be champions to
us forever, and now they will be for
many others through this institute."
The communications division of
the institute, which includes public
relations, sales and marketing and
broadcast skills, has already helped
one Clemson student.
Jason Hayes, a 21-year-old
senior from Maine who worked at
the Atlanta Dragway last summer
as a marketing and promotions
manager, has already received several job offers.
"Everything Jason has done is
proving that what we're teaching
is what employers want and need,"
said Eddie Smith, a communications professor.
"Motorsports is the fastest
growing sport in the world. The job
possibilities are almost unlimited,
he said."
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Netwatch will
Cooper Library gets face lift
patrol computer labs
HEATHER KAY

staff writer

STAFF REPORTS

Having trouble surfing the Net?
Soon Netwatch will be on hand to
throw you a lifeline.
A key element in DCIT's plan to
improve the quality of support in
the student microcomputer labs,
Netwatch is a DCIT-sponsored student organization of network support volunteers.
Netwatch members will patrol
the student labs monitoring equipment and providing consulting
help to other students.
Budget cuts in recent years have
led to cutbacks in consulting support in the student labs, just at the
time when the growth in lab utilization called for more support,

not less.
The overhaul of the student
labs over the past two years and
the availability of more sophisticated software and networking
services have only increased the
demand for support. Netwatch is
designed to help provide that support.
Netwatch will be supervised by
a full-time DCIT employee who
will be assisted by a small number
of student employees who will
each in turn coordinate the activities of several Netwatch members.
Supervision of the labs will also
allow the offering of services that
are difficult in non-supervised
environment, the most important
of these is laser printing to replace
the current impact printers.

This year, the R. M. Cooper
Library is celebrating "30 years at
the heart of Clemson University"
as well as presenting a more
improved computer system.
The 30 year anniversary was
acknowledged at a reception this
fall.
"We were the centerpiece of the
fall convocation which was followed immediately by a reception
open to the campus," said Deborah
Babel, department chair of the
libraries.
When the library was first
built, there were three levels now
known as the third, fourth and
fifth floors, and according to the
University archives, each of these
levels was larger than the entire
old library at Sikes.
The other two levels were

added around 1978.
The library was names after
Robert Muldrow Cooper, a member of the Board of Trustees for 44
years and President for 15 of those
years.
The library now holds approximately 1.7 million items including
cataloged volumes, journals and
government documents.
In addition to all of these
resources, the library is now focusing on an expansion in computer
access.
"We are introducing a completely upgraded information system and offering improved access
to resources," said Babel.
100 new PC workstations have
been installed, which are connected to the world wide web and
allow access to a greater number
of resources.
According to Joseph Boykin,
dean of libraries, changes have

also been made in Doris, so that a
student does not have to toggle
between Doris and Luis to find the
call number of a volume located in
the library.
Some of the systems are not
fully operational due to delays in
wiring across campus.
"We expect full implementation of the system by the end of
the semester if not by mid-semester," said Babel.
There are no immediate plans
for major renovations, although
the library is now undergoing
exterior painting.
"Hopefully somewhere down
the line, there will be larger renovations," said Boykin, "but as of
now funds have not been asked for
or received."
There is currently a display
outlining the development of the
Cooper library located right inside
the doors on the fourth level.

College to offer 'distance learning'classes at prison
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Brian Davidson wanted to leave
prison a better person than he was
when he entered. Now that desire
is helping other inmates turn their
lives around.
While serving a term for murder, Davidson became one of 10
inmates at Indiana State Prison
who started working toward a
bachelor's degree from Grace
College in a program that began 10
years ago.
"That whole process was much
more than a process of academia.
It was a brotherhood," said
Davidson, who was sentenced to
30 years after his conviction at age

22. "It was something that taught
me that I was a human being."
On Monday, Grace College, a
private school at Winona Lake in
northern Indiana, will begin offering classes at Wabash Valley
Correctional
Institution
in
Carlisle.
Most of the classes at Michigan
City are taught in person. Frank
Benyousky a Grace College professor and the program coordinator,
and other professors drive the 11/2
hours between Winona Lake and
Michigan City each week, teach
three hours of class and drive
home.
But Benyousky said "distance
learning," teleconferencing with

■nnn

interactive TV hookups, will be an
essential part of the program at
Wabash Valley in southwest
Indiana.
"It lets me get profs up there
who can't make the three-hour
trip," Benyousky said.
It costs about $5,000 each for
students to participate in the
courses, Benyousky said. Until
1994, inmates received federal Pell
Grants, but Congress now limits
those to local jail inmates.
Inmates may apply for state
educational grants, and Grace
College picks up a portion of the
cost.
The cost is worth it, a study
indicates. The Alabama Council

on Vocational and Technical
Education found that only 5 percent of inmates who were educated in prison committed crimes
after their release, compared with
35 percent of the general prison
population.
Benyousky said he is not aware
of any inmates who participated
in the Grace College program
returning to prison after their
release.
Student-inmates, as a group,
have a better attitude toward their
education than even the average
Grace College student, Benyousky
said. Davidson agreed.
"I wanted to make something
out of my life, which at that point

was pretty much in shambles," he
said. "I wanted to come out of
prison better off than I went in."
Davidson earned an associate's
degree in biblical studies.
After his release in 1993, he
went to Grace College's campus
and finished his last year, graduating with a bachelor's degree in
psychology.
Now, at age 39, Davidson is a
substance abuse counselor for a
residential treatment center for
adolescents in northwest Indiana.
"What I discovered was that I
could do a lot of things that I never
thought I could do," he said. "After
that, it was up to me to work hard
and to earn trust."
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Parade, pep rally officially kick off season
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1,"

The Miss First Friday competition lasted throughout the week,
and the winners were announced
It's not over once the cheering at Saturday's game against
ends, however; Central Spirit is Furman. Winners were deteralso responsible for cleanup.
mined by the student body.
Jennifer Rourke, a Central
Each participant was selected
Spirit member,
by their sponsorcalled
the
ing organization
parade a suc- "I can't imagine Clemson
based on their
cess.
school involvefootball without it. It
"I can't imagment.
doesn't
seem
like
the
ine
Clemson
This
year's
football with- season has started until
winner
was
out it," said the parade and pep rallyCarrie
Anne
Rourke. "It does- are complete."
Crater, a junior
n't seem like the
from Valrico, Fla.,
season
has
who represented
JENNIFER ROURKE Zeta Tau Alpha.
started until the
Central Spirit member
parade and pep
The first runner up was Terri
rally are comT Hightower, a senior from Aiken,
plete."
Plans for next year's festivi- S.C., who represented Delta Sigma
ties are already in the works. Pi.
One idea being considered for
The second runner up was
next year is a band, but many Cheryle Suzanne Spaulding, a
plans depend on whether the junior from Summerville, S.C.,
renovation of the amphithe- who represented Delta Delta
Delta.
ater is complete.

SPIRIT: Members of Central Spirit, which organized the annual First Friday parade this year, passed out
balloons and painted Jans'faces with Tiger paws.

ELEANOR'S FLOWERS & BALLOONS
1019-150 Tiger Blvd., Clemson
(Lakeview Plaza, next to Shoney's)

654-8026
or 1-800-654-8026
Flowers
Balloons

Cards
Gifts

Baskets
Cakes

We accept all major credit cards. We deliver!

ncrc*

THE LONG ROAD TO SUCCESS
IS NOW fl SHORT WRLK
ACROSS CAMPUS.
Go ahead and break out your hiking boots. The MITRE
Corporation will be on your campus to interview outstanding engineering students for part-time, full-time
and co-op positions. So make sure you attend the Job
Fair and stop by our booth. You just might walk into the
biggest opportunity of your life.
Our expertise has been developed from more than 30
years of experience in systems engineering and integration. MITRE teams the best engineers in the industry to develop the most effective and efficient systems,
and brings them into operation for clients worldwide.
MITRE WILL BE AT YOUR JOB FAIR ON
September 18, 1996

t-n

Your source for mainstream and independent comics,
^ ^
posters, t-shirts, toys, anime and more.
7
/^J
3464 Cinema Center, Anderson (near the Market Place
^ty^jF
Cinemas). 261-3578

MITRE is proud to be an equal opportunity/affirmative
action employer and is committed to diversity in our workforce.

MITRE
The Onlu Measure is Excellence.

Visit.your campus computer store lor
the best deals on a iiac*
Jffli (Httputtii BOW ttlBflj sold
in -OMX ott-casipus fjookstort.
Store Hours'; i-fii 8-6, fiU 8-5»
Sat, 10-4 £ SUB. U30-5
Mami (864) 856-2050
& %* \?

li»uip*% fe^ftwr*

, i

•'' I**** <•

v**%#

*pple vtrnsty*
.*«!,*»- •**.»•><" '
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bank in u.s.
I I

I

1500 retail
banking centers
ml

::.
1«

20% revenue

IS)'
HI!

let's#get down

to business.
When you join NationsBank, you immediately become an important player in a
strong and rapidly expanding business.
An industry leader that's among the top
5 US banks in total assets, total capital,
Tier 1 capital, revenue, banking centers
and ATMs. A five-year leader in USbased financings arranged for the
world's energy, health care and communications industries. And a company
that's equally committed to investing in
your success, professional development,
and personal well-being.
You can have a powerful impact on
one of the nation's most powerful
financial institutions. Attend our
presentation on campus.

NationsBdnk
NationsJJank is a registered trademark of NationsBank Corporation.

Drop Dates
Technology 9/30 & 10/1
Relationship Sales Development
Program 9/30 & 10/1
Audit, Finance & Growth Group 10/15
(Commercial)
Interview Dates
Technology 10/21
Relationship Sales Development
Program 10/25
Audit, Finance & Growth Group 11/6
(Commercial)
See your Career Placement Office for
more information.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/D/V.
■

.
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Brooks Center

Find out what's happening at the Brooks Center for
Performing Arts, page 3.
Clemson's Guide to Entertainment & the Arts ■ September 13, 1990

Alternative Top Ten, page 4.

Edgar's 85
New management beefs up old campus bar
JULIE BERGLIND

staff writer
A reggae festival and new
ideas for Edgar's give
Clemson students variety
in music, drinks and entertainment.
Eric Battista, a senior at
Clemson and the assistant manager at Edgar's, is excited about
the changes made this past summer for the bar located in the
Student Union.
Battista hopes that the new
ideas will change Edgar's on-campus facility image to that of a fun,
bar atmosphere where students
can bring friends and spend less
money than they would by going
downtown.
"You'll have to see it to believe
it," said Battista about the firstever Reggae Festival in the courtyard of the Student Union.
On Oct. 18, Homecoming
weekend, the courtyard will be
filled with the reggae sounds of
Monty Montgomery and Rebel
Souls from 9:30 p.m. until 1:45

a.m.This will be the first time that
alcohol is sold in the open courtyard, and there will be a $1 Red
Stripe bottle special.
Tickets for this historic event
will go on sale the last week of
September until the festival day
and can be purchased at Edgar's
or at Manifest Records and Tapes
in downtown Clemson.
With 85 beer selections and 12
draft beers including Guinness
Stout, Newcastle Nut Brown and
Sam Adams, Edgars offers something for everyone at low prices.
Weekly specials include Monday
Night Football with Miller Lite
Madness where students can
watch the game from beginning
to end and enjoy $3 pitchers and
$1 bottles all night. Every
Thursday is Ladies' Night with
Happy Hour prices until 2:00 a.m.
Edgar's opens at 10 a.m. on
home football game days, and the
pub's close proximity to Death
Valley allows the pregame activities to last until kick-off.
"This fall is going to be differPatrons and employees celebrate happy hour at Edgar's, located in the Union Plaza.
ent," said Battista.
"Edgar's is putting on
a new face."
The bar is trying to
replace the alternative
bands of last year
with some new classic
rock and reggae
bands.
On Thursday, Sept.
19, new group, Day by
the River, plays, and
on Friday, Sept. 27,
Mystic Vibrations, a
reggae band, finishes
off the month with $1
Red Stripe bottles.
Edgar's has an all
student staff and a
wide variety of things

n t he Spot: Niffer's Place
ANDY BAUER

staff critic

On The Spot is a new weekly
restaurant review with a "secret
shopper" twist. The author will
visit a different restaurant/bar
each week grading them on that
visit. Bad service will be reported
by name as will good service. The
views and opinions in this column
are not necessarily shared by The
Tiger staff or Clemson University.
Restaurants and servers beware,
good service to everyone as
never know when you 11 be put
Spot.

The Scene: Niffer's Place, 405
College Avenue
The Time: Friday, Sept. 6.
9:00 p.m.
Friday was a moderately
busy night at Niffer's.
There was only a 10 to,
15 minute wait for a
table. The staff, a goodlooking group, was very N^
friendly as we waited. We were
seated in a clean booth and our
server (the politically-correct
term for waiters and waitresses
for those of you who haven't been
keeping up) was Alleen, who was

quick to take our drink orders and
let us know the specials and
other pre-order information.
The drinks came and
Alleen took our order
I^j. along with a few
IKH KS. friendly words to
make us feel more
welcome. Our appetizer came to our
table in just over six
minutes. (Corn Nuggets-you
HAVE to try them!)
While we waited for our meal
SEE

CORN, PAGE 5

to do: two new pool tables, a new
foosball table, air hockey table,
jukebox and improved in-house
stereo system.
"There is something for everyone at
Edgar's,"
said a new
Edgar's
employee. "I
was surprised at the
diversity of
people who
come in
here."
Relaxing
at Edgar's is
an alternative to the
downtown
scene. The
rustic hardwood floors
and booths,
and the
friendly
staff give
students a chance to relax and
spend time with their friends
without feeling crowded.
Student organizations are welcome to display their symbols, letters and flags in the bar, and can
call Edgar's to reserve the bar for
private parties on Saturday nights.
There are some future events
such as an October Festival and a
Mug Club Party, for all those who
own personalized mugs at Edgar's,
in the making.
Edgar's is looking for on-campus organizations to support the

October Festival.
Students tend to shy away
from Edgar's because it is on campus. However, the pub, located
directly across the courtyard from

the Harcombe Dining Hall, is
close for on-campus students and
within easy walking distance
from downtown. Edgar's has the
lowest prices during Happy Hour
and regular hours with $1 domestics and $1.75 imports.
Anyone 18 and over is allowed
into Edgar's to watch the games,
use the recreational facilities and
listen to the bands lined up for
this fall.
"It's new," said Battista. "It's a
pub, not just another place on
campus."
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Harum Scarum's words to chew on part II
CHRIS HAIRE

staff columnist
It was a Friday night. I was
hopped up on dryer lint and
feeling oh so Downy Soft. My
Baby was beside me talking about
our upcoming wedding, her eyes
were boucing from just a trace of
Bounce mixed in with the captured lent. 1 stood up to make
water, and immediately blackedout. When 1 came to, flat on the
floor, 1 looked to My Baby for
assistance, support and kindness,
but I only got a shock to the
nerves. Seems my old buddy
Harum Scarum was back, and
this time he didn't care about me.
He was going straight for the
goods. Hey Baby Baby's that is.
Quicker than O.J., I jumped up,
grabbed that ol' Shriner-capped
monkey by the scruff of his neck,
and tossed him across the room.
He splattered against the wall and
disappeared, leaving these words
of'wisdom behind.
1. If Wilt Chamberlein had
AIDS would he be any less of a
womanizer and adulterer? 2. Bart
Simpson is really a girl.
3. Clark Gable was biologically
a woman.

4. Professional Wrestlers don't
cut their foreheads with razor
blades anymore.
5. Crack pipes can be legally
bought at Head Shops.
6. Spike Lee works for the Man.
7. Barbara Walters is famous
because she makes her interviewees cry.
8. The Los Angeles Lakers
came from Michigan.
9. Men don't have to wipe
when they piss.
10. Strom Thurmond ran for
President in 1954.
11. The New York Times doesn't
have Funny Pages and their
Sports section blows. 12. Put a
Hispanic in a Black neighborhood, and he becomes White.
13. lncompetence=Malicious
Intent=Conspiracy
14. Moby Dick is a boring
movie.
15. Switzerland has the highest
suicide rate in Europe.
16. Vodka is just rotten potatoes.
17. We scramble eggs before the
chick grows feathers.
18. The Universe is Infinite, but
it's also getting bigger.
19. Regis' wife looks an awful
lot like Kathy Lee.
20. Sammy Davisjr, was both
a practicing Satanist and a Jew.
21. Ozzy Osborne didn't throw
live puppies into the audience for
the crowd to kill.
22. Barbara Steisand suffers
from stage fright.
23. In the world of Preying

Mantis', Love Kills.
24. Yoko.
25. Cocker Spaniels attack
more people than any other
kind of dog.
26. Baseball fields are
smaller in Japan.
27. Never trust a Junkie.
28. Only Democrats
attend Democratic
Conventions.
29. "Factory Sealed for
Your Protection" doesn't
mean "Tamper Proof."
30. First Blood. Rambo:
First Blood Part II. Rambo 111.
31. Norwood.
32. The Challenger
exploded because of a broken "0"Ring.
33. Have you ever seen a
Size "A" battery?
34. I'd hate to be an
Indian named Squato.
35. Both Pluto and Goofy
are Dogs.
36. There were at least 5
members of the "Three
Stooges."
37. You can't buy cigarettes or beer with food
stamps.
38. Kurt Cobain was a
good shot, but a lousy father.
39. King Kong died while chasing a White Woman.
40. You might be a redneck.
41. The United States Postal
Service advocates substance abuse
by issuing stamps of Elvis,
Marilyn and James Dean.
42... is the answer. Now what is

the question?
43. E.T is Steven Speilberg's
Jewish interpretation of the story
of Jesus Christ.
44. Waffle House serves over
500,000 different varieties of
hamburgers.
45. Jerry Seinfeld is Superman.

Write for Time Out

Elaine is Lois Lane. George is
Jimmy Olsen. Newman is Lex
Luthor. And Kramer is Batman.
46.1 was there when the shit
went down in Grenada.
47. Who was the last
American president to speak with
a British accent?

Write a column or feature, interview a band, or review a CD, movie, or book.
Meetings are held, in Edgar's every Thursday night at 7 p.m.
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Thursday
September 19 yfoClEMSON,
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Day By The ->J \
River

^
Wednesday
September 25

Beach Music
Night
7-9
Monday's
Monday Night Football
Miller Lite Madness
Thursday's
Ladies Night
All Domestics - Happy Hour Prices All Night

Friday
September 27

Mystic
Vibrations
Reggae Band
Saturday
September 28

CUvs
Wake Forest
Open 10 a.m.

yw

Call 656-0436 to find out what the Beer of the Week is!
Look for more info about October's Events - Hint: BIG EVENT, FRIDAY OCTOBER 18!!!
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Performing arts professor named new director
STAFF REPORTS

In the summer of 1954, Lillian
Harder and her family drove to
Clemson College from Dorchester
County so that she could participate in the State 4-H Talent Show.
She was 11 years of age on that
August day and sang a special
arrangement of "Daddy's Little
Girl."
More than 40 years later,
Harder will again take center stage
at Clemson — this time as the new
director of Robert Howell Brooks
Center for the Performing Arts.
She succeeds retiring Brooks
Center director and former Tiger
Band director Bruce Cook.
Harder, a professor of performing arts at Clemson since 1972,
said that the 1954 show was just
the beginning of her performing

career at Clemson.
"In 1964, I came back to
Clemson as the accompanist for
the Coker College Glee Club. That
year, Coker, an all-girls school at
the time, gave a joint Christmas
concert with the Clemson
University Glee Club. Little did I
realize that my future husband, a
Clemson student unknown to me
at the time, was in the audience."
"Lillian's experiences as a
teacher and musician are tremendous assets that will benefit the
Brooks Center and Clemson
University," said James Barker,
dean
of
the
College
of
Architecture,
Arts
and
Humanities.
Enthusiastic supporters of the
arts, Harder and her husband,
Byron, endowed a chamber music
series at Clemson in 1987.

Named in memory of her par- New York City, She also has perents, the Lillian and Robert Utsey formed with the Clemson
Chamber
University
Music Series
Chamber
has the distincSingers
and
tion of being "Lillian's experiences as a
Symphony
the
only
teacher and a musician are Orchestra.
endowed
A 1965 gradchamber tremendous assets that
uate of Coker
music series in will benefit The Brooks
College, Harder
South Center and Clemson
holds a master's
Carolina. The
degree in music
series features University."
from Converse
young up and
College and has
coming chamJAMES BARKER
pursued addiDean, College of Arts, Architecture and tional study at
ber groups and
Humanities the University
soloists.
A frequent ====== ==^^=^^^= of
South
performer as a
Carolina
and
soloist and chamber musician, the University of Georgia. She also
Harder has concertized with the has studied at Amherst College
Montclaire and Lark string quar- and the American Conservatory
tets and the Jupiter Symphony of in Fontainebleau, France. There

she studied piano with Jean and
Robert Casadesus.
The most recent of her numerous awards was the 1995
Outstanding Faculty Woman
Award given by the President's
Commission on Status of Women
at Clemson.
Harder also has received
awards from the South Carolina
Music Teachers Association and
the American Association of
University Women for her teaching and support of the arts.
Active in several professional
organizations, Harder is a past
president of the South Carolina
Music Teachers Association and
has served on the board of the
Southern Division of Music
Teachers National Association.

It's good to have friends
STAFF REPORTS

It's good to have a few good
friends. The faculty, musicians
and students at the Brooks
Center know the true value of
"friends." Without the assistance
of the Friends of the Brooks
Center, many of its programs
and events would sound pretty
flat, said its director Lillian
Harder.
A community-based group of
more than 600 volunteers and
donors mostly from Pickens,
Oconee and Anderson counties,
the Friends of the Brooks Center
raised more than $85,000 in 1996
to support performances and
educational programs at the
Center.
"This money is extremely
important.," said Hugh Clausen,
president of the organization.
"Our efforts touch the children,
the community, as well as the
students on campus. Without it
the Brooks Center would not
have the cultural impact on the
community or the campus that
it enjoys today"
The funds are used to support
Clemson's Tri-ART program - an
educational outreach project to
provide opportunities for schoolage children to see performances
at the Brooks Center. During the
1995-96 school year, more than
4,000 kids from the tri-county
area, and from throughout South
Carolina and northeast Georgia
participated in the program. The
1996-97 Tri-ART calendar has 14
events planned for students of all
grade levels.
Funds are also used to subsidize ticket prices for Brooks
Center events.

"Most people don't realize that
the costs of presenting a performing artist or ensemble can
be very expensive. Artists' fees,
production costs and travel all
add up," said Harder.
With the assistance of the
Friends and the money they
donate to programming, a $20 to
$30 ticket price is reduced to
about half, making our concerts
more affordable to more people.
We are even able to present many
free concerts with that money"
For example, Clemson's Utsey
Music Series is the only endowed
chamber music series in South
Carolina, and some of the funds
used to pay the artists are donated by the Friends, said Clausen.
Some of the monies raised were
profits from last year's Holiday
Magic Ball.
"It was a hit!" said Clausen.
"We hope the Ball becomes the
holiday event of the season."
In addition, money from the
Friends pays for Clemson students to take private lessons.
"The lessons make a huge difference. They can turn a good
student performance into a great
student performance," said Chip
Egan, chair of the department of
performing arts.
Egan and Harder agree that
the Friends deserve a standing
ovation for their support of the
Brooks Center and the arts in the
tri-county area.
The Friends of the Brooks
Center will hold a meeting Sept.
10 at 7 p.m. before the Fazil Say
concert in room 117 at the Brooks
Center for the Performing Arts.
For more information, contact
the Brooks Center at (864) 6563043.
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New twist on agriculture
STAFF REPORTS

Dianne Burns is a modern pioneer at Clemson University. The
agricultural education major has
creating new pathways as a student production supervisor and
technical writer intern for the
Brooks Center for the Performing
Arts.
Burns, a 37-year-old May graduate from Seneca, came to
Clemson with an associate degree
in broadcasting and an interest in
agricultural communications and
technical writing.
"I enjoy writing," Burns said.
"It's one of those things that comes
naturally."
Since Clemson doesn't award a
degree in agricultural communications, Burns, went into agricultural education with an emphasis
in communications.

As her senior year rolled
around, Burns decided she wanted
to work at the Brooks Center to
meet her agricultural education
internship requirement.
"I wanted to do my internship
in the Brooks Theatre out of selfishness. I wanted my avocation,
theatre, to be my vocation at least
once in my life," Burns said. "So I
asked to intern as a technical
writer for the Brooks Center where
I've been a student technician for
the past two years."'
"Dianne was in charge of writing technical manuals on such
things as how to patch a microphone and how to operate the
sound equipment for future student workers," said Brooks Center
production supervisor Thorn
Seymour. "She also was in charge
of supervising technical operations."
"The internship at the Brooks

Center is not a traditional internship for an agricultural education
major," said academic advisor
Richard Poling, "but it does benefit
Dianne's area of interest in technical communications and information transfer."'
"I feel that this internship has
worked out very well," said
Seymour.
"Dianne was very
responsible and eager to learn. She
knew what information the student workers needed and how to
communicate the basics to them."
"It's unbelievable for me to have
had this unique opportunity," said
Burns. "It's exactly what I wanted.
It also shows that agricultural
education goes beyond the traditional processes," Burns said.
It seems that Burns' message
has caught on; already, there is
another student in agricultural
education following in her footsteps.

African-American Art series begins in October
STAFF REPORTS

The University will begin a
year-long celebration of the cultural contributions of AfricanAmericans in October with performances of Negro spirituals and
gospel music, an exhibition of historic African art and an exhibition
by South Carolina native Merton
Simpson.
Now in its fourth year, the
Festival of African-American
Literature and the Arts changes its
format from a one-week concentration of performances and special events to a series of programs
throughout the year.

The celebration begins Oct. 2
with an exhibition of paintings by
Merton Simpson in lobby of the
Brooks Center for the Performing
Arts.
A second exhibit of historic
African art from Simpson's New
York Gallery opens in the Lee Hall
Gallery the same day.
Simpson,
a
native
of
Charleston, is one of the premier
African art dealers in the country.
Purchasing his first African carving as early as 1949, Simpson's
clientele now includes foreign governments, major museums and
individual collectors.
The display will include
ancient carvings from the Ivory

Coast, Madagascar and Nigeria.
Simpson began his career as a
painter while still a teenager and
moved to New York to study at
New York University and Cooper
Union Art School.
Since 1949, when he presented
his first exhibition in Charleston,
Simpson has shown his works
throughout Europe and the United
States. His abstract paintings are
part of the art collections at the
Scott Field Museum in Chicago,
Clark Atlanta University, the
South Carolina Arts Commission,
the University of Michigan and
others.
The celebration continues with
a weekend of vocal performances

Oct. 25-27. The Harlem Spiritual
Ensemble will present a concert of
soul-stirring American Negro
spirituals in the Brooks Center for
the Performance Arts Oct. 25 at 8
p.m.
Founded in 1986 to preserve
this uniquely American art form,
the Harlem Spiritual Ensemble
has
performed
extensively
throughout the United States and
Europe.
Festival favorite Avis Graves
returns to Clemson for the fourth
straight year to present an uplifting concert of gospel music at Fort
Hill Presbyterian Church Oct. 27
at 4 p.m.
Graves, an internationally

renowned gospel clinician and
musician, will lead a one-day
gospel music workshop for area
choirs and singers on Oct. 26 at the
church. Workshop participants
will perform with Graves on Oct.
27.
Tickets for the Harlem Spiritual
Ensemble concert are $12.50 for
the general public, $10 for senior
citizens and $6 for youths and
Clemson students.
The Gospel Showcase performance with Avis Graves is free to
the public.
For more information, call the
Brooks Center box office at 6567787,1-5 p.m.
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ALL WEEK EVENTS:

A McP's
Centerline

SEPTEMBER

THURSDAY, SEPT.

A McP's

19

A Tiger Town Tavern
Centerline
A Greenville County
Spider Monkey • only
A Tiger Town Tavern
Museum of Art
show this semester!
Andrew Wyeth
MONDAY, SEPT. 16
Bad Creek
Exhibition • Extended
A Esso
A Los Hermanos
A Los Hermanos
to September, 15 • Free
The Blue Dogs
Comedy Night with
Monday Night
Admission
Tony Day
Football- Free Wings A Los Hermanos
Open Tues 10am-8pm;
Sports Night
A The Handlebar •
Wednesday-Saturday
10am-5pm, and
Greenville
TUESDAY, SEPT. 17
Sunday 1-5 pm.
Junior Wells • Chicago
Submit calendar
bluesman • 9 p.m. • $10 A Los Hermanos
• 233-6173.
A Edgar's • Happy Hour
Movie Night • 75c PBR
events to
4-8 • $1.75 Select Lager
A Cowboys • Greenville
The Tiger by
all week.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 14 Kenny Wayne Shephard. •
Tuesday at 5 p.m.
8
p.m.-$10
-294-7041
A Characters • Columbia
or 294-7342.
Better Than Ezra.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 13
A Charlie T's
Live Sports Talk
Show WCCP • 5 p.m.

A Backstreets
Robbie Deucy Band
A Esso Club
Space Goods

A Esso Club
No Wake

WEDNESDAY, SEPT.

A Los Hermanos
Acoustic Night

18

Call 656-0986
-ORFAX 656-4006

Live Irish Music
FILM PROCESSING

2. Haze! Pickens and Alice Gerrard
Pioneering Women ofBluegrass
3. Versus
Secret Swingers
4. June of '44
Tropics and Meridians
5. Seven Foot Politic
Seven Foot Politic
6. The Ukranians
Kultura
7. Butter 08
Butter
8. Modest Mouse
Interstate 8
9. Gastr del Sol
Upgrade and Afterlife
10. The Van Pelt
Stealing From Our Favorite Thieves

Hurry in for
these specialsl

"SIT IN THE KITCHEN"
Friday, Sept. 13 7:00 p.m.

Join us for an evening of traditional dance music from
The British Isles and Southern Appalachia.
Also, on Tuesday, Sept. 17 at 7:30 p.m. we will host the
Clemson Area Outing Club meeting. Anyone interested in
Outdoor Sports & Environmental issues are welcome.
104 Frontage Road • corner of 93 & 123 • 653-9555
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Corn nuggets, Nifferita' a must
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

the Niffer's crew celebrated four
birthdays with customers. The
clapping procession would wind
it's way to the birthday boy/girl's
table, stand them up on a chair
with a ceremonial straw hat to
wear. The crew then enlisted the
help of the entire restaurant to
sing, if ever so melodiously, Happy
Birthday.
The meal arrived in
around 20 minutes.
The honey mustard chicken
grill
was
great and I
recommend
it to everyone. My
On The
Spot partner said
her loaded
potato
soup and
club sandwich were
really
good
as

well.
al TV's throughout for sports as
Although one minor mistake well as the various interactive trivwas made with the soup, Alleen ia games and QB1 in which the bar
was very quick to fix it. The crew patrons take part and have fun.
worked together
Like the crew
to keep every ^^^—^^^ ^^^^—^^^^— upstairs, the
glass full and "The crew worked
bar
crew
everyone happy.
worked
Dinner overall together to keep every
together well.
glass full and everyone
was great.
Niffer's
Downstairs happy Dinner overall was
offers a broad
Niffer's is a bar
range
of
where we met the great."
entree's.
bartender Eric
Teamwork is
ANDY BAUER
(EKO to his
very obvious
staff critic with
friends).
the
The best =^=^^
crew which
strawmakes
for
berry "Nifferita" I've expedient service. They were also
ever had was made very nice and accommodating.
along with a beer The prices are low despite good
that was ice-cold (As food quality and generous quantiGod intended, but ty of portions. Niffer's is a commusometimes hard to nity-minded organization with
find). We also got a "Charity Day" where a portion of
pitcher of a drink the profits are donated to varying
called the "Big E" charities.
Things to watch for are: "Burger
which I learned was
named after Eric. Try Night" Tuesdays-$2.99 burgers
this drink if you get with a side item, QB1 on Monday
nights, Interactive football with
the chance.
The bar has sever- Monday Night Football.

On the Spot Scorecard
Alleen
Prices
Decor

10 Bar
9 Speed
10 Food

Brings A Date . . .9

A11

9

College Night
Your Choice
Of 8 Dinners
For Only

so featuring
all you can eat
Country Pried Steak
Fried Chicken Fillets
Chicken Stir-Fry with Rice
Baked Fish

• The Finest Steaks and Seafood
• Absoutely The BEST Salads in the Upstate
• Romantic Italian Atmosphere
• Excellent California & Italian Wine List

* ™/Oeli
■ Charbroiled Chicken
» Chopped Beef Steak
■ Spaghetti
' Any Burger with Fries

Add All-You-Care-To-Eat Soup, Salad and Fruit Bar For Only $1.50

PfiSTfi HOUSE

Every Monday Night From 5 PM To Close |
Dine-In Only

*With College ID - Student or Faculty
Not valid with any other coupon, discount or offer.

SHCPTS

^Sundays»Happy HourF^
4126 Clemson Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa

responses are out of a possible 10.

Overall

(Don't "Be a Wet 9{oodle, Eat ?Lt The (Pasta (House!
^Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
> Every Sunday Noon until 8 pm
> Dinner 5pm nightly
• Fresh Veal and Chicken

9
9
9

231-8811

Classic American Food

Surviving in college is tough enough, right? That's
why we've designed a package to make things
easier Choose AT&T and look at all you can get:

AT&T True Reach" Savings
Save 25% on every kind of U.S. call
on your AT&T plume hill when you
spend just S2S a month.1
AT&TTl-ue Rewards"
Get savings at Sam Goody Musicland.
TCBY'Treats"and BLOCKBUSTER
VIDEO with the Member Benefit Caul.
AT&T Universal MasterCard*
A credit, cash and calling card that
brings you discounts on USAir. And
no annual fee-ever
AT&T WorldNet ■"" Service
Get 5 tree hours of Internet access
every month just for having AT&T
long distance.'
To sign up, look for us on campus or call

1 800 654-0471

AT&T
Your True Choice
hup:

v, ww.all.coin college
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Locals rock Edgar's
"They bring a good following
staff writer
because they are from the
Cornbread, a Clemson area Clemson area," said Porter.
Porter
also
band, performed
said that busiFriday, Sept.6 at
ness at Edgar's
Edgar's Pub.
increased due to
"Cornbread is
the performance
the ideal band to
of Cornbread, to
kick off the
which Battista
semester with
added that there
live entertainwas a noticeable
ment because
increase in profthe students are
its for the bar
not swamped
compared to last
with work and it
year's
perforgives
them
mance.
something to
Natalie Cole, a junior at
do," said Eric Battista, assistant
Clemson stated "1 don't listen to
manager of Edgar's.
The band is alternative, and con- Cornbread, but hearing the band
perform live was not as bad as I
sists of Brad Brewer (Bass), Jeff
thought it would be compared
Jordan (Guitar), Drew Long
to other alternative groups".
(Guitar), Brian Moss (Drums),
Cornbread performed
and Dan Watson (Vocals), All
some new songs as well as
the songs on their self-titled
popular songs off their
CD were written by the
most recent CD. The group
group, except 'Personalities"
is tentatively scheduled to
and "Find Myself" written by
perform throughout the year
Brian Ward
at Edgar's. In October,
Gidget Porter, a graduate "^Sfe*
Cornbread will play the Edgar's
student and supervisor of
Halloween party.
Edgar's, likes Cornbread.
NYOKA SULLIVAN

SEPTEMBER
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Surround unbeatable
LEVI NAYMAN

layout coordinator &r game geek
$$$$
Bottom Line: Unbeatable
graphics, game play.
The engineers at Atari have
done it again, creating a competitive, fast-paced video
game program that is sure to
be a big hit this upcoming
Thanksgiving holiday season.
The premise of the game is
simple. You and an opponent,
represented on the screen by
square blocks of red and green,
try to envelope each other in
your respective wakes.
It is conceptually similar
to the light cycles of Tron
fame, but there is an added
Atari twist. The squares
increase their speeds in gradual increments, until they are
careening uncontrollably
about the screen!
There are some kinks in
Surround that could have
been improved if the engineers had not rushed the
game out in anticipation of
the holiday season.

One problem is that the game is
generally useless for personal
entertainment.
It seems that the Atari 2600's
four-bit technology is too strained
by the colorful graphics and sound
to accommodate a decent computer opponent.
In the one-player game, the com-

puter's square wanders around like
a disoriented old man, devoid of
any sense of direction or purpose.
Needless to say, Surround is not
very much fun unless there is a
human being present to compete
against.
Surround also seems unsuitable
for very small children. The game
requires split-second decisions and pinpoint-accurate
control over the joystick. It
could prove frustrating for
younger players.
With the exception of
these flaws, Surround is definitely a top-notch twoplayer video game.
Besides the Two player
option, there are twelve
exciting variations. You can
choose from different speeds
and directional capability,
assuring that Surround will
stay fresh. This is one game
that will not end up gathering dust.
The concept, action,
sound and graphics are all
first-rate. It is to be expected
that Surround will be a very
popular cornucopia stuffer
this Thanksgiving.
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RED LOBSTER
Anderson South Carolina
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Now Hiring Full/Part-time Servers

Make $300-$500
Tax Free!!!
* Very Flexible Hours
^Benefits package after 6 months
*15 minutes away from campus
*No experience necessary
We accept applications Monday - Thursday 2:00 - 4:00 pm
Sun-Thurs 11-10
Fri-Sat 11-11
3426 Clemson Blvd.
224-8709
Anderson, SC 29621
Fax 375-1382
[IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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Make
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For YOU!
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Grade
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j Top Wages, istance.
EducateonalA?! hafldilfMerci
table
Urtbea'
Made
Disioo\0
herjules
Sci
Flexible
At A Time
Up' Month
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Circuit City Stores, Inc. Is The
Nation's Largest Retailer of Brand-Name
Consumer Electronics & Major Appliances
and a Leading Retailer of Personal
Computers and Music Software!

Paying Your
Way Through
School or
Need Extra Cash?

Circuit City Can Help!
We are seeking individuals who want to join the fast-paced, exciting environment oiour new
Anderson store while providing excephonal service to our customers as lull or part-time:

Sales Counselors
Customer Service Associates
CD/Music Software Specialists
Warehouse Associates
Mobile Electronics Installers
Interested candidates please call our Job Line, Monday - Friday,
9:30am-6pm, EDT.

1800555-HIRE

See campus
computer store
for details.

Buy an IBM PC 340 or 360

reference software. Buy a ThinkPad and you'll get

desktop computer and an

Windows % and Lotos Smartsuite. You can also fake

IBM Multimedia Kit. And

advantage of special student, faculty and staff financing,

you'll get a CD software

Just call 1 -800-4 IBM-LOAN for information. Hurry, visit

Only if you cannot call, fax your resume to (804) 527-4086.

package that includes Windows 95, Lotus SmarfSuite,

your campus computer store

Circuit City Stores, Inc. promotes a drug-tee workplace and is an equal opportunity employer.

Netscape Navigator, World Book Multimedia

today. After all, no one looks

Encyclopedia and the Infopedia collection of essential

good in a checkered apron.

CIRCUITCITY.
Where Service is State of the Art ©

Mm mwm, !»»*« « mm mm m !* Memm « mm ssris «* HmLS\WsmtCnit,Ui^mm»m
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Better Than Ezra

Solution a.d.

Friction Baby

Happily Ever After

Elektra Entertainment

Tag/Atlantic

IWS

the hurt person is beginning to get
over the lost, he or she comes back:
"And 1 thought 1 had left behind /
All that distorted me"
Overall the disk sounds as
though Solution a.d. is trying too
hard to create their sound.
Hopefully, in time, the members will find what they are looking for. In the meantime, we should
enjoy the glimpses ol the future
provided in Happily Ever After.

•*# #*# #*# **#
Bottom Line: Getting Bigger
than you realize
Ezra's latest CD, released midAugust, is a must-buy Friction
Baby is a continuation of a sound
that has kept Ezra going since
their formation. The disc is full of
infectious music. Their tunes have
an easy tempo and fluid movement that make them relaxing to
listen to.
Friction Baby is that good background party music that keeps
everyone content while they're
doing the party thing.
Better Than Ezra got their start
at Louisiana State University in
the late 1980s. Kevin Griffin,
vocals, guitar; Tom Drummond,
bass; and Travis McNab, drums,
have come a long way through
adversity and an almost bandending hiatus.
Joel Rundell, the band's original
rhythm guitarist, died while the
band was on the road in 1990. This
loss struck a blow that put the
band on hold for a little over a year.
After much fan mail and prodding, the band got back together
and released Deluxe.
These days, the band is doing
what they love best, touring and
playing small clubs. You can find
them at the Music Farm in
Charleston, this Sat. and at
Characters in Columbia this Sun.
Friction Baby is the best work
Better Than Ezra has put out. Rush
the stores to get it.
You'll like Better Than Ezra if
you like Gin Blossoms, Counting
Crows or Deep Blue Something.
~ Chris Grace

~ Sean Mulholland

Bottom Line: Album has potential for big singles
Solution a.d.'s sound has
evolved out of the Pocono region of
Pennsylvania. Unfortunately, the
area has not spawned any new
strain of musicians or vocalists.
In attempts to please an East
Coast straining for its rival to
Seattle, Solution a.d. welcomed
Lives guitarist, Chad Taylor, as
their producer. This is Solution
a.d.'s first full-length album after
playing for five years together.
Their live quality which has
been touted in the Northeast was
not captured well on this album.
But enough of the negatives, this
band has many songs that could
be wonderful singles.
"Fearless," the second track on
the album, has been released once
before on the EP, A Week There One
Night. The track is from the point
of view of a person who looks up
to a brother figure who uses violence to solve his conflicts. The follower realizes there is a better way
to live: "But in my mind there's
another side to everything 1 hear /
There must be something different
for you to act and say / You clear
your conscience with your fist."
Track nine, "Ask Me Again,"
reminds me of past relationships:
"I know that you'll expect me /
Expect me to last / If you ask me /
Found the room to breathe /
Conversation, made up something
/ Till I have to leave / Those relationships that start out so innocent and become so destructive."
While one person is beginning
to open up fully, the other person
ends the relationship. Then just as

TIMEOUT ■ PAGE?
The peaceful images conveyed
are simple and timeless without
sounding cliche. The ease and
beauty of the music is included
with the lyrics in tablature form.
The CD opens with "I'm Not
Telling," begging someone to ask
the question. Why? This seems to
be Holmes' way of drawing the listener into the music and their
emotions.
Everyone has reasons why but
the outside world only knows
what is done. "There are reasons,"
but these many times are
unknown.
"Apiary" is a decorative, happy
song with enchanting strings. The
luscious air to "Dan boxes Patti"
reflects the cycle ol i wo lovers who
touch an obsessive chord.
The androgynous, breathy
whispers tell ol Dan's love lor Patti.
Patti. on the other hand, is not conlide'nt enough to lose her delenscs
and open up to Dan. He is unable
to understand her Icar because he
is encompassed by the dream ol
her love.
"Train of Thought" is the plight
ol a person in love read)' to open
up to the person he loves.
Through love and loss YumYum weaves a thick web ol emotion that some listeners ma)' lind
foggy but .those individuals who
delight in these visions will enjoy

smoky room where a joint is being
passed around.
Comparatively bad is "Kill the
Morning" during which I seriously
asked why Ross is singing through
his nose.
Even though this album, on the
whole, is very blah, there are a couple of OK songs.
The first track. "Mudslide"
sounds as if it were made lor Pulp
Fiction. Also, "Better" is true to it's
name. The song is indeed better
than most ol the others in that it's
more upbeat and it reminds me a
lot of some ol Tom Petty's works.
Other than these two tracks, the
CD is not one that I'd rush out to
buy. So unless you enjoy hearing a
whiny voice croon, my advice is to
save yoursell the 15 bucks.
~ Emily Wheeler

Craig Ross
Dead Spy Report
MCA

«$
Bottom Line: A psychedelic
soundtrack geared for more alternative listeners
Imagine
slow,
somewhat
depressing melodies sung by a
voice that crosses between John
Lennon and the slightly nasal
vocals of Tom Petty. You've got
Craig Ross's album, Dead Spy
Report. Nothing you haven't heard
before, right?
The majority of the songs are so
lethargic and just plain boring,
they're liable to make you fall
asleep. This might be a choice
soundtrack to chill out to on those
rainy days when you don't feel like
doing much but lying around.
"World and Wonder" and "I'll
Never Burn" made me curious as to
what kind of drugs Ross was tripping on when he produced them.
The sole reason for my curiosity
is the beginnings ol both songs
have strange, psychedelic guitar
melodies that envelope you and
will make you encounter feelings
similar to walking into a small.

Yum-Yum
Dan Loves Patti
Tag/Atlantic

•*# •*# #'<r •*#

~ Sean Mulholland

Bottom Line: Yummy, breathy
and seductive
"I'm not telling you the secrets
that 1 had in store for you." Chris
Holmes breathes to open "Dan
Loves Patti." With this enticing
disclosure, Yum-Yum begins its
dream-like voyage toward loving
relationships.
As breathy words flutter, three
quarters of a succulent string
quartet and an acoustic guitar simmer underneath the message to
enhance the melancholy cosmic
vision.
Yum-Yum's driving '60s pop
utilizes a classical twist to distance
itself from today's' bubble gum
pop that consists of noise and no
flavor.

Review a CD for
Time Out!
Call Ethan at 656-0986
-ORCome to the meeting
every Thursday at /
p.m. in Edgar's

Seneca Cinemas
Hwy 123 Seneca
Call 882-0000 For Showtimes

anu
eves

Feature schedule for:Friday Sept. 6th-13th.
Open for matinees Fri at 3:3pm & Sat. at 1:3pm only!*Matinee
iiscounts on all shows prior to 5pm. Wed. & Thur. College Id Night.
Rich man's wife
A time to kill
Bulletproof
2:10,4:10,6:10,8:10,10:1(
2:00,4:00,6:00,8:00,10:00 3:50,6:45,9:30
First kid
Maximum risk
First Kid
2:15,4:15,6:15
2:15,4:15,6:15,18:15,10:1* 2:05,4:20,7:00,9:1
,8:15,10:15
Island of Dr. Moreau,9:40

Vincgnr
J'Onofno
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Social Host Training

Just when she met the man of her dreams, her husband showed up
So you wanna party like a Tiger on campus?
(Y-Barn, Y-Beach, Madren Center, Clemson House)

to ruin
everything.

All organizations must send 2 reps to either
training session.

-s&z^

September 25, 1996
Student Senate Chambers
5:00 pm
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September 26, 1996
Student Senate Chambers
7:00 pm

Opens September 13th, At Theatres Everywhere

Sponsored by the Office of Health Education 656-1823
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HOROSCOPE & COMICS

EflLGEAjLnMEjQLIL
ZAPHOD BEEBLEBROX

staff astrologist

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!
Hell of a night for
a birthday. The stars
and planets have
aligned in your favor.
Have many shots of
Cuervo and universal perfection will be
achieved. Weed is
optional, just make sure you have
the phone for Papa John's and a
late night booty call. Even better,
how about a trip to the Gathering.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept 22)

Tigers last Saturday then give
them a piece of your mind. You
know it's easy to kick a
team when they're down
- true fans stick around
even when the team ain't
so hot. Things will continue to go well for you if
you stay loyal to your
alma mater and try to
make sure everyone else
at least shows it some
respect.

you will get from your
local
astrologer.
Unfortunately for you,
nothing can be done to
salvage the miserable life
of ignorance you are destined to lead. I Zaphod
suggests drinking heavily.
You were truly born under
a bad sign.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23-Nov.21)

Buy a Taurus a beer for redemption. You will get laid tonight.
Make sure you wrap it.

Take Clemson over
Missouri no matter J
what the spread is. You
can't lose on that bet
this weekend, extra
points. It is possible
your sign has a foot
fetish. Don't fight the
urge.

Ah, what can be said of you
Virgo? You've wasted all your time
watching TV
and
eating
junk food. You
haven't been
particularly
nice to anyone
lately. What's
SAGITTARIUS
it going to take
to get your but
\ 1 I (Nov.22-Dec.21)
in gear. No,
\
The gods have seen fit to
you're not bad,
^W provide you Sagittarians with a
just misdirecthoroscope this week only to let
ed. Go running, or flail about at you know how truly pitiful you
Fike some or just do a few sit-ups are. To think that one of you would
for Pete's sake. Look at have enough time on your hands
yourself-your a wreck. Pull it to call and ask why your weekly
together and people might start student newspaper left out your
calling you again.
astrological sign is at once preposterous,
hilarious,
moronic and pitiful.
You should all go sit
LIBRA
in the corner with a
(Sept. 23-Oct.
dunce cap on your
melon-sized heads,
22)
because absence in
You are on the ball.
this horoscope is
Keep up the good work.
surely
better than
If you see any of the
than the foretellings
idiots who booed the

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

AQUARIUS
(Jan.20Feb.18)
Wildman, its a
damn shame you didn't listen in last week's
paper. Everybody's
got to fall down
drunk in a ditch once or twice. Just
try not to scare anybody
while you're doing it. Look
forward to good parties
this week while your significant other is away.
Leave the shotgun upstairs,
watch Geoff Hart every night,
if your girlfriend still cares, give
her a long distance love fight.

PISCES
(Feb.l9-March
20)
Eat lots of grits this
week. You'll need your
carbohydrates for the
weekend to run from the
police. Zaphod sees
criminal activity in your
future. If you get drunk,

SEPTEMBER

try not to pass out in
the middle of 93. You
can't really explain
your way out of that
one.

13.1996

on to you. Better flush that crack
you've been running in the horseshoe.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)

ARIES
(March 21April 19)
Leader of the signs, horny war
devil, oh ye of bellicose temperament-rejoice! This is your week.
Someone, assuredly a summer
sign, will give you the best sex
you've ever had in your life. Look
forward to long passionate burning nights of ecstasy filled with
torturous temptations tantalizing
every erogenous zone of your body.
Items from several food groups
will be involved. Give into temptation, you will feel healthier and
happier.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
El Toro, you've really
got
it
together-looks
like you're the
only sign that
does. Thank your
mother for squeezing you
out before you could become a
Sagittarius. They're morons whereas you've got that feisty personality. Is it any coincidence that
Chicago won? Treat those
Capricorns right. They are special.

GEMINI
(May 21June 20)

Zaphod says things are questionable for you this week. You
might get lucky with that special
someone, and then again you
might be
hit by a
bus on
the way
home. It's
really too
close to
call. You
should
just stay
home
and slap it instead. Even though
it's lonely, it's a hell of a lot more
safe. Unless of course you're
Catholic, in which case you're
screwed no matter what you do.

LEO
(July
23-Aug.
22)
Stay away'
from the library.
Strange things will
happen to you in the
basement with an
elderly Crow security guard if you go.
Also, avoid parking in visitor's
spaces-it doesn't take Dionne
Warwick to tell you what that will
cost you.

Go global wild
thang, i.e., before you
get deported. They're

WE&fetfe
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Students log onto Internet
STAFF REPORTS

About 2 million students in the
Southeast will leave their classrooms lor the information superhighway today as part ot a $25
million program by BellSouth.
The program, being launched
in conjunction with a national initiative called NetDay, will give
about 4,000 schools in nine states
wiring kits, installation, equipment, stall, Internet accounts and
training videos.
In addition, the BellSouth
Foundation will offer $600,000
worth of small grants to schools
for materials and training to make
the program more effective.

"The Internet as a teaching tool
was unthinkable a decade ago, and
at long last it is reality and in our
own classrooms. The opportunities it provides us are infinite," said
Adelia Hall, principal of Mary Lin
Elementary School in Atlanta, one
ol a handful of schools that
already has been selected lor the.
program.
For example, the Internet would
allow a lilth-grader studying
weather in a science class to examine current weather maps and patterns on-line, and communicate
with students around the world to
compare climates, she said.
"We're trying to get as broad a
cross-section, rural, urban and
suburban, public and private, as

possible," BellSouth spokesman
Tim Klein said.
"This commitment rellects a
strong beliel that business and
education are part oi a mutually
beneficial system." said John
Clendenin, chairman ol Atlantabased BellSouth.
The effort also rellects a growing reliance by financially
strapped public school systems on
corporate funding lor computers
and other educational supplies,
which in some cases brings a com-

0)he ^White (Rabbit
104 N. CLEMSON AVE.
SC 29631

CLEMSON,

653-5600

Congratulates
Their New Pledges...
All 44 of THemff!
Stacy Benson
Kelly Boyle
Kim Boyle
Cristin Brooks
Hayden Carr
Amy Christensen
Kelley Christie
April Davison
Kristin DeFonte
Susie Defrancis
Jaimee DeFrancesco
Brooke Muliikin
Meredith Manning
Moily Kirkendall
Millicent Abercrombie

Whitney Tremoulis
Anne Dixon
Dana Duncan
Cary Eggieston
Brooke Efleriberger
Nicole Estes
Jill Hammer
Edie Harris
Carlye Htl!
Rainle Hutchinson
Kristin Kemper
Brandy Pond
Allison Severns
Marcey Payne
Denise Weltzien

Jenny Legun
Lucie Maguire
Aimee Mastin
Jamie McCarty

Jamie Sittig
Erin Cochran
Jess Corkin
Danni Stauffer
Sara Stone
Kirsten Tencate
Silvia Travis
KellyJarrett
Susan Jones
Carey Molin

Distinctive
Southern Lodging
and Dining
Only 3 miles from Clemson,
in historic Pendleton, SC

She's the best girl in the world...she's a Chi Omega girl!

Happy New year 5757

646-7500 or 1-800-643-7944

The B'nai B'rith Hillel Student Oranization
wishes Jewish students, faculty and staff a healthy
and happy New Year 5757. The dates of the Jewish
High Holy Days are:
ROSH HASHANAH
(New Year)

YOM KIPPUR
(Day of Atonement)

Friday evening, Sept. 13
Sat. & Sun.,
Sept. 14 & 15

Sunday evening, Sept. 22
(KOL NIDRE)
Monday, Sept. 23

NEWTON'S SHOES OF
CLEMSON, INC.
Adjacent to Los Hermanos in the Clemson Center
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
(864) 654-3625

Students are cordially invited to be the guests of
the following congregations:
Congregation Beth Israel in Greenville (Conservative)
Temple of Israel in Greenville (Reform)
Temple of Israel in Anderson (Reform)

AMERICA DISCOVERS ITSELF.

For informtion concerning religious services and possible
rides, please contact Phillis Morris by e-mail at Phyllim@
^
Clemson. edu or by phone at 653-3551.
A
-----■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

WHERE IN THE WORLD
WILL YOU BE AFTER
GRADUATION?.

Bass' Saddles &Bucs

Opportunities in more than
90 countries await you.
Peace Corps is seeking
business, education, health
and nutrition, math and
science majors to work
overseas for two years.
Benefits include living
expenses, transportation,
healthcare, language training
and possible student loan forgiveness

Find Out How to Join Peace Corps
^ WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 18
lO AM TO 4 PM

Littlejohn Coliseum

Or Call (800) 424-8580, Option 1, Ext. 475

Hverv vear. Americans looking for loot wear discover
wh.it they hold most de.ir is right at their feet:Stvle with
substance. Price with value. Heritage with purpose.
Come on in and see what's new from Bass today

THE LOOK THAT NEVER WEARS OU

■

With a Current C.U. Student I.D. thru 9/21/96
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HELPWANTED
FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning
a whopping $5.00/
VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

College Students

$2,750
Within Weeks
Work Only 2 To 4
Weeks. No More
Work, But Receive
Continuous Earnings
For Years & Years.
1-800-518-7294
INTERNS
WANTED
(http://www.takeme.com) NEED
CREATIVE, INNOVATIVE INDIVIDUALS.
GRAPHIC
GURUS,
INSPIRED WRITERS, HUMAN
NET BROWSERS,- FOR QUICK
CASH - WEEKLY SCHOLARSHIPS^
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at
home. Send SASE to P.O. Box
624, Olathe, KS 66051.
SALES REP NEEDED - Immediate
opening at your University.
Offering exceptional pay and
very flexible hours. Call ACCENT

SCREEN PRINTING 1-800-2437941.
$35,000/YR. INCOME potential.
reading books. Toll Free (1) 800898-9778 Ext. R-6691 for
details.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income
to assemble products at home.
Info 1-504-646-1700 DEPT. SC5158.
Earn $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. d6, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727.
Clemson
Fund
Hiring
Immediately: Applicants must
be Clemson Students, be fluent
in English, be available for
evening work, enjoy talking with
many different kinds of people
and working closely with other
Clemson students, and have
generally positive feelings about
the Clemson experience. Call
Christy Klugh at 656-5894 for
further details.
Earn $125 per week working two
hours before class delivering
papers in Clemson. Reliable
transportation required. Call
Chris
at
the
Anderson
Independent Mail - 654-3524.
OPPORTUNITIES AT WES"T
POINT STEVENS INC. We have
several
openings
at
our
Clemson Fabricating Plant for
part-time packers and auto
sheet folders. Please Apply In
Person
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Friday 8:00 am
-10:30 am, 1:00 pm - 4:00 pm,
Employment Office, WestPoint
Stevens Clemson Plants, 500
West Cherry Road, Clemson,
SC, E.O.E. M/F/H/V.

New Italian restaurant in Central
looking for waitstaff. Call Louis
at (864) 639-0076.
WORK IN THE OUTDOORS
National Parks, Forests, Wildlife
Preserves, & Concessionaires
are now hiring seasonal workers. Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-971-3620 ext.
N53813.
ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000 - $6,000+ per month.
No
experience
necessary.
Male/Female. Age 18-70. For
information call: (206) 9713512 ext A53812.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000+/month
working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No experience necessary. For more
information call 1-206-9713550 ext. C53813.
$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info call 301306-1207.
Models needed immediately for
live drawing classes starting
September 17 at Seneca Arts
Council. Call 882-2722.
New Italian restaurant in Central
looking for waitstaff. Call Louis
at (864) 639-0076.
The Galley Restaurant, Fine
Waterfront Dining, Great Pay,
Flexible Hours, Only 12 miles
from campus, No Sundays,
Evenings only. Now Hiring All
Positions. Apply in person at
Portland Marina, Lake Hartwell,
Anderson, 287-3215 or 2873211.
Work for The Tiger I Call 6562150 or 656-4006.

I" wli%lML.Ci
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo's, REO's. Your Area. Toll
Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H6691 for current listings.
SCOOTERS, SCOOTERS, SC00TERS. WHY WALK WHEN YOU
CAN RIDE AND PARK EASY WITH
KASEA, SUNDIRO, OR TOMOS.
CALL 882-6787.
500 C.C. KAWASAKI VULCAN
LOW MILES, MINT CONDITION,
ADULT OWNED, CALL EVENINGS
885-0998.
For Sale: Canoe with 4 horsepower Evinrude motor. Trailer
included. Excellent condition,
$625, Kevin 654-0099.
Gift Baskets delivered to students or staff. Great way to
remember birthdays, holidays or
to cheer someone up. Each basket is personalized and delivered free in Clemson/ Seneca
area. Call (864)654-0506.

F0R1
One person furnished office in
Clemson, free utilities, free
parking, convenient. Ask for
Connie - 654-2207.
Two bedroom apartment on
Lake
Hartwell,
available
November 1st, $495, 8882860.
Free room and utilities in
exchange for pet care, 6396478.
One bedroom garage apartment, fully furnished with washer/dryer, microwave, television.
$650/month including utilities.

Located in the Sandy Springs
area. Graduate student or married couple preferred. Call (864)
287-0548.

ANNOUNCEMENTS"
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in public and private sector grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income. Let
us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F53813.

TRAVEL ~~
SPRING BREAK '97, EARN
CASH! HIGHEST COMMISSIONS.
TRAVEL
FREE
ON
ONLY
13
SALES!!!
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
FLORIDA, PADRE. FREE INFO
PACKET! CALL SUNSPLASH 1800-426-7710,
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
Hundreds of Students Are
Earning Free Spring Break Trips
& Money! Sell 8 Trips & Go
Free! Bahamas Cruise $279,
Cancun & Jamaica $399,
Panama City/ Daytona $119!
www.springbreaktravel.com 1800-678-6386.
SPRING BREAK '97 - SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH, & GO
FREE. STS is hiring CAMPUS
REPS/GROUP ORGANIZERS to
promote trips to Cancun,
Jamaica, and Florida. Call 800648-4849 for information on
joining America's #1 Student
Tour Operator.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Papers, theses, dissertations:
Writer/editor, 21 years' experience, will proofread, edit, polish
completed manuscripts. 864244-3906 (Greenville). Ask for
Walter.
WANTED:USED MOUNTAIN BIKE
AT REASONABLE PRICE. CALL
MIKE AT 656-4006. LEAVE MESSAGE^
Do you have a decent used car
for sale? Call Gordon, 6533985.
■.__
SOUTH CAROLINA AIRPORT LIMOUSINE:
Cheapest
Rates
Guaranteed, $5 off wih student
ID, $44 to Atlanta, $25 to
Greenville, Reserve Seats Now.
1-800-294-3776 or 639-3614.
Drummer/Guitarist looking for
other musicians to practice and
play local Redneck bars. Call
Levi at 985-0341.
I want Atari games. Call Levi at
985-0341.

Work for
The Tiger!
We have
advertising and
writing positions
available.
Call Joel Moss
(Advertising)
at 656-2167
or Mike McCombs
(News)
at 656-4006.

Hickory Point
Exxon and Subway

E)£pN
Mo*#e^h-

826 Old Greenville Hwy
Clemson, SC 29631
Phone: 653-8355

Frito-Lay Grab Bag Chip
$1
Taste the COOL Sensation of
our famous Parrot-Ice!

\C& °Jl 10*

•SUB

I
I
I
Buy Any Foot Long For $2.99
I
I
With This Coupon
I
I
653-8355
LExpires9-27-96
J
I
I
1
I
I
I

1 mi 4W

^
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The Information
Desk is
xformationDeskis
going to great lengths to
better serve you. The Info
Desk is still in the beginning
stages, but WOW! what a
difference.
For starters, the Info Desk
has extended its hours to
better serve you. The desk's
new hours of operation are:
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■
Airport for Fall Break,
Thanksgiving, and Christmas
Holidays. The shuttle
schedules for these holidays
are now available at the Info
Desk. Stop by or call 656HELP for more details.
The Information Desk is
here to help you - so don't be
a stranger, ya hear!

Monday --Friday
Friday
/
7:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
p.m
Saturday - Sunday
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
* The desk is open Football
Saturdays before and H«JH;
after the game.

^ checkers, Chinese
Ackers,
and backgammon.
backgammon.
checkers, and
The Info Desk can also
help you plan ahead for the
holidays or any travel plans.
The Info Desk can arrange
shuttle service to the Atlanta,
Charlotte, and
In addition, games
Greenville Airports.
are available to check out with
Discounts are offered for
a valid University I.D. The
games available include chess, service to the Greenville

TK??

7

union Kiefx

pep- ?~M

Mu^aL
Central Spirit will be
holding a mandatory meeting
for those organizations
interested in building a
homecomming display. The
meeting will be held at 7:00
p.m. on Sept. 11,1996 in the
Student Senate Chambers. A
representative must be
present to participate in
building a display. For more
information call Kirk Brague
at 656-5830.

If you purchased a New
Student Record, you may pick
up your copy in room 602 of
the University Union.
Students who paid extra for
delivery will receive a refund.

CaLLinj ALL
^•hiden-te:

-Handbooks

Pick up a free copy of the
Clemson University Handbook at the Union Information
Ad paitp Key? h/eeded
Desk. The handbook contains
Looking for a flexible partvaluable information regardtime job? TAPS and The Tiger
ing University services and
are hiring writers, photographers policies, it also contains a
& advertising sales representa- handy weekly planner.
tives. Apply to Kathy Benjamin,
Stop by the Information
room 906 University Union. 656Desk today to receive your
7002
copy of the official Student
Handbook.
LJ!IJ

•Help Wanted!

Mark your calendar to
have your portrait made for
the 1997 TAPS. Photographers will be on campus
September 9-21 in the Union
Loggia. Come early to avoid a
long wait. No sitting fee!

■painted
WaO+ed
Help! The Union renovations are underway, but we
are in need of some help. If
you would be interested in
helping the Union paint
murals in the Loggia area,
please contact Julie WaltersSteele at 656-7297.

Attention ^+uden+
Ofyaniza+ioQ?:
Manda+oK/ MediflJ^!
All student organizations
must send a representative to
attend an organization
meeting on either Tuesday,
Sept. 10 or Wednesday, Sept.
11 at 7:30 p.m. in the Bracked:
Hall Auditorium.

/'uttf>cfib'p+ion^
Yes! You can subscribe
to The Tiger. The Tiger
makes the perfect gift for
those recent graduates and
loyal alumni. Semester and
year subscriptions are
available. For information
about how to subscribe to
the Tiger, stop by the
information desk or call
656-HELP.

Any+hwj hot?
Anything Goes is
hosting a meeting on Monday,
September 9 in Room 807
Union at 4:00 p.m. Everyone
is invited - So Come Join the
FUN. Help plan fun events!
Call 656-7207 for information.

p\\o£\ Collet?
Looking for an opportunity to gain a new skill. Consider registering for one of the September short courses sponsored by the Union and
UPAC. You may register at the Union Information Desk. Register early, class sizes are limited! For more information call 656-7297.

Cooking: Tiger Tailgating
Sept 10 Times: TBA in the Calhoun Courts Commons
Registration Fee: TBA • Registration Deadline - 9/9

Cooking: Romantic Dinner for Two
Sept 26 Times: TBA in the Calhoun Courts Commons
Registration Fee: TBA • Registration Deadline - 9/25
Beginner Shagging • three separate classes offered
Sept. 8-9 • Sept. 15-16 • Sept. 29-30
6-7 p.m. in the Palmetto Ballroom • Registration Fee: $15
Registration Deadlines - 9/6 • 9/13 • 9/27
Intermediate Shagging • three separate classes offered
Sept. 8-9 • Sept. 15-16 • Sept. 29-30
7-8 p.m. in the Palmetto Ballroom • Registration Fee: $15
Registration Deadlines - 9/6 • 9/13 • 9/27
Ballroom Dancing • three separate classes offered
Sept. 8-9 • Sept. 15-16 • Sept. 29-30
8-9 p.m. in the Palmetto Ballroom • Registration Fee: $15
Registration Deadlines - 9/6 • 9/13 • 9/27

Guitar Basics • four one-hour classes meeting once a week.
Sept 11, 18, 25 & Oct. 2 - 7-8 p.m. in Room 805 University
Union
Registration Fee: $45, includes instruction book
Registration Deadline: 9/9

Massage Therapy
Sept 18 - 5-8 p.m. in Palmetto Ballroom
Registration Deadline - 9/16

Registration Fee: $10

Bartending
Sept 17 - 7-9 p.m. in 307 Jordan
Registration Deadline - 9/16

Registration Fee: $10

Red Cross CPR
Sept 23-24 - 5-9 p.m. in Palmetto Ballroom • Registration Fee: $32
Registration Deadline - 9/20

Rape Aggression Defense
Sept 16-18 - 5-9 p.m. in Letterman's Box (enter Gate 10 of Stadium)
Registration Fee: FREE • Registration Deadline - 9/13

Mo<e p\\o^\ tow^ptp \o come.

t><t on

ffie Lookoul foK WeekL/ ufd^tp.
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Who;? Who cjf

Who'^ (^ Wherte
The University Union staff
is here to serve you, so don't
hesitate to call or visit us.
Following is a list of the Union
staff members, if you need to
find one of us, just stop at the
Union Information Desk and
you'll be guided in the right
direction.
Come see us!
Union Director's Office
706 Union
656-5827
George Smith
Director of University Union
Kirk Brague
Special Projects Administrator
Karen Addis
Administrative Office Manager
Major Events & Operations
706 Union
656-5827
Steven Prescott
Dir. of Major Events & Operations
Kary Kern
Technical & Building Services
Mgr.
Wanda Hicks
Event Planning/Reservations Mgr.
Tom Dillon
Recreation & Entertainment
Services Manager
Regina McClain
Evening/Weekend Mgr.
Dan Kissinger
Graduate Assistant for Edgar's
Union Programs & Student
Activities
602 Union
656-7297
Julie Walters-Steele
Dir. of Union Programs & Student
Activities
Adrian Bell
Admin. Asst. Student Activities
Amanda Hays
Asst. Dir. for Organizations &
Information Services
Joanne Sillin
Union Information Services Mgr.
Bryant Smith
Asst. Dir. for Minority Activities &
Broadcast Media
Kathy Benjamin
Asst. Dir. for Print Media
Carey Melvin
Grad. Asst. for Union Promotion
Katharine Johnson
Grad. Asst. for Greek Life
Tabitha Jeffcoat
Grad. Asst. for Minority Activities
Sarah Catlin
Grad, Asst. for Information
Services
Union Budget Center
806 Union
656-2054
Kip Bagley
Accounting Services Manager
Susan Eller
Accounting Technician Supervisor
Suzanne Weeden
Admin. Asst. for Accounting Srvcs.
Melissa Bibb
Accounting Services Assistant
Mary Joe Williams
Accounting Services Assistant
Kim Neely
Admin. Asst. Student Government
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son's Nov. 18 South Carolina game.
"I was hoping 1 could just pick it
up and run it in and give our
defense and offense something to
motivate them," Bradford said.
"It was a great feeling, spectacular."
Place kicker Michael Brice
missed the extra point.
He had previously missed two
field goals in the quarter, and West
decided to substitute kicker David
Richardson for Brice.
"On Michael's behalf, that's the
first opportunity he's had," West
said. "I took him out of the game
because I thought, at that time,
there wasn't a way he could regain
his composure."
Richardson gave Clemson a 9-3
lead with a 40-yard field goal in
the second quarter.
"I really thought when David
hit the field goal, it was a big lift
for us," West said.
Richardson widened the margin to 12-3 by hitting a 20-yard
Held goal in the third quarter.
However, the place kicker missed a
27-yard attempt in the fourth
quarter.
Richardson's performance represented the culmination of his
efforts to recover from an Aug. 3
car accident.
"I worked real hard this summer and had that taken away by
my wreck," Richardson said.
West said Richardson is back in
the race for place kicking duties.
Offensively, the Tigers' struggled in the first half.
Dropped passes by tight end
Lamont Hall and Smith stalled
potential scoring drives, and an
interception of backup quarterback Brandon Streeter's first pass
led to Furman's field goal.
West said Streeter was slated to
enter the game on the third series
prior to the game.
"We self destruct," West said.
"All I've heard is the throw the ball
to the tight end for two-and-a-half
years now. We throw the ball to the
tight end, and he drops it. We get it
back down there again, and we
have the screen pass set up, and
Emory drops it."
Greene believes the offense,
despite the mistakes, can maintain
a positive attitude.
"Everybody makes mistakes,"
Greene said. "This team has come
together and kept each other
focused and kept everybody positive."
The crowd jeered the Clemson
offense with boos in the first half.
"From a players's standpoint, if
you want to hear cheers, then do
something," West said. "On the
other side, I know that hurts. I
thought 99.9 percent of the
CJemson people today came to
cheer their football team. Our football team appreciates it, and I do
too."

SEPTEMBER
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Leone. "I especially love the
weather and being able to practice
outside all the time."
Even though recruiting is
becoming more and more competitive as women's soccer gains
popularity, Leone does not think
she will have any problems finding talented, spirited girls to play.
"For the most part, we think
that once we get them on the
campus, Clemson sells itself pretty well," said Leone.
However, do not think that any
excellent soccer player can just

13,1996

hop aboard.
As people and players, both
Tracey and Ray are hard-working,
persistent enthusiasts, and they
expect members of Clemson's
team, to demonstrate similar qualities.
"Our goal is to help them
become the best players they can,"
said Leone.
"But, we also want to prepare
them for life-to teach them how
to be problem solvers, how to deal
with adversity and to help build
their character, so that when they
leave they have an appreciation
for who they are and what they
have."

'

Stern shines in
win over Furman
LISA JOI PAYTON

staff writer
The Lady Tiger volleyball team
beat Furman 3-1 Tuesday at
Furman..
The Tigers had match scores of
15-1, 14-16, 15-13 and 15-5. The
entire match lasted an hour and a
half.
"We played pretty well and
Furman is a good team," Head
Coach Jolene Jordan Hoover said.
"However, I was a little disappointed after losing the second match
14-16 because this made it hard for
us to come back."

As a team the Tigers hit 68 percent.
Freshman Cindy Stern had 18
kills, one error and 21 attempts.
Stern had a second-best alltime team high of 81 percent for
kills.
Sophomore Stephanie Schulz
had 15 kills, and eight service aces
for a fourth-best all-time team
highJunior Jill Heavey had 15 kills
and junior Michelle Thieke had 41
assists.

The Tigers will play in the
Mizuno USA Cup in Chicago, 111.,
this weekend.

HEADS UP: The Tigers passinggame, along with the rest of the offense,
needs to get ingear to compete with quality opponents.

Tracy Grate
Barber & Stylist

J.D. Johnson
Owner & Operator

J.D/s Barber Shopp
RT. 2,1309 Lebanon Rd.
Pendleton, SC 29670
864-646-9919

JL
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HOURS:
TUES. - SAT.
8 AM - 7 PM
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OWEN
Wants

YOU
To Write
sports for
The Tiger
Call
656-0986!
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Few ^^^people will ever set foot in an office
At OCS you'll develop the qualities you need to become a Marine Officer, invaluable training that could
iike this. But then, few people have what it takes to be
lead to an exciting career in aviation, tf you've got
a Marine Officer. Officer Candidates School (OCS) is
the first step towards preparing you for a IfLWjM 0»'0M B^M* what it takes to be a leader of Marines, you
future beyond anything you could imagine. JrJuMMMMJnZSt could get an office with a spectacular view.
jRfc?J%*K The Jhpm»it. To€ A%MrttW#,

M A R I N t

O V f 1 C I R

For a career that makes a world of difference,
see Captain McCuifoh and Gunnery Sergeant Ft ores
on September 18 in the University Union, or phone (803) 256-9015.
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Allen continues success with Washington
Washington Redskins running
back Terry Allen ran for 83 yards
on 21 carries, including a 28-yard
touchdown run in a 10-3 victory
over the Chicago Bears.
Philadelphia Eagles defensive
back Brian Dawkins had eight
tackles and assisted on three as the
Eagles lost to the Green Bay
Packers 39-13.
Seattle Seahawks linebacker
Mike Barber made two tackles and
assisted on one as Seattle lost to
the Denver Broncos 30-20.
Indianapolis Colts punter Chris
Gardocki punted seven times for
an average of 48.1 yards in a 21-7
win over the New York Jets.
Pittsburgh Steelers linebacker Levon Kirkland made
four tackles and assisted on
one in a 31-17 victory over the
Baltimore Ravens.
Oakland Raiders defensive
tackle Chester McGlockton made
one tackle and had one sack as
Oakland lost to the Kansas City
Chiefs 19-3.
Bronco
defensive
tackle
Michael Dean Perry had three
tackles and a sack in their 30-20
win over the Seahawks.
Curtis Whitley was the

BALL
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Carolina Panthers' starting center
in their 22-20 victory over the
New Orleans Saints.
Chicago Bear cornerback
Donnell Woolford had four tackles as the Bears lost 10-3 to the
Redskins.

OUTSIDE THE DEN
Tennis
Gigi Fernandez is 13th on the
money list, having won $343,144
so far this year.
Baseball
New York starting pitcher
Jimmy Key threw for six innings
and allowed six hits in the
Yankees' 4-3 win over the Blue
Jays.
Soccer
New
York/New
Jersey
MetroStar Miles Joseph scored two
first-half goals Tuesday in his
team's 3-1 victory over the Los
Angeles Galaxy.
REDSKIN: Former Tiger back Terry Allen has blossomed into one of the NFL's elite backs. He had 83 yards and
a 28 yard run during the Redskins victory over Chicago.

Cross country teams win at invitational
RYAN LAWRENCE

ed on to make great catches
in critical game situations.
Wyatt was the only player in
the nation last year to rank
top 15 in both kickoff returns
and punt returns.
Tony Home's suspension
from the team doesn't help the
passing game, either, as he is
Nealon Greene's go-to man in
the absence of Wyatt.
Receivers like Kenya Crooks
and Joe Woods have to step up
and make catches in clutch situations.
The defense continued its
superb performance against
Furman, but the offense was
not clicking for most of the
day.
"For Nealon to play well, he
has to be aggressive," said coach
West.

staff writer

Both the men's and women's
cross country teams returned from
the Western Carolina Invitational
last weekend with identical winning scores of 30.
For the ladies, senior Tina
Jensen led the way winning the
individual competition with a
time of 18:36 in the race. Clemson's
next-highest finisher was freshman Maiken Jensen, who ended
up in fourth place with a time of
19:00. Other Lady Tigers who performed well at the meet included
Megan Hartman, who finished
seventh with a time of 19:24, and
Beth Ahern, with a time of 19:27 in
eighth place.
Julianne Littman finished in
10th place, and Shannon
Schoppmann recorded a time of
20:17 for a 23rd-place finish.
The
Western
Carolina
Invitational was the first meet for
both of Clemson's cross country
teams. Among the teams Clemson
competed with were Western
Carolina, Eastern Tennessee State
and Georgia.

The highest finisher for the
Clemson men was Trent Kirk, who
finished in fourth with a time of
26:20.
Esteban Diaz and Jason
Reckner finished in fourth and
fifth, respectively. Diaz recorded a
time of 26:33. Reckner finished
with a time of 26:34. The remaining top-five finishers for the Tigers
were Joe Harris, who finished seventh with a time of 26:39 and John
McMillan, who finished 11th with
a time of 27:01.
"We felt good, but it's too early
in the season to tell where we
stand," said Kirk.
The 30 points the men tallied
was a huge improvement.
Men's coach Bob Pollock agreed
with Kirk. "It was a big improvement," Pollock said. "I'm happy
that we started the season off with
a win. But it's hard to judge so early

upon this," Pollock said. "We can
pull together as a unit and
improve."
Hi

Stars & Moon
Engravables
Personalized Gifts
and Engraving

Stairs...
"Everything Old is New
Again"-Peter Allen

Anne Merchant
A Vintage Clothier
Jeans, Jewelry, Tie Dyes,
Tapestries, Fine Art & Funk

TIME WARP

Open Mon.-Sat. Noonish- 7ish
Starting Oct. 6, Sundays 1-5
1517 Augusta Street
Greenville, SC 29605
(864) 242-3644

* 48 month term |47 monliis plus one final payment of S9.G9I.05). $1,850 down plus South Carolina tax and tag.
Amount financed: $15,145, 9.(A% APR, on approved credit. Expires 9/H/9&.

in the season,"
"Each of the guys improved on
their time, but we can still build

...Into a very unique gift
shop Downtown Seneca
Corner of Depot St. & Main
across from Wachovia

888-8961
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Abdullah the future
TAMMICA PIXLEY

staff writer

After being red-shirted during
the 1995 season as a reserve
outside linebacker, Rahim
Abdullah began his first season of
play at Clemson as ABC Sports'
Player-of-the-Game.
"He's really done a great job for
a red-shirt freshman," Ellis
Johnson, outside linebacker
coach, said. "He has a lot of natural ability and he's made some big
plays for us."
As the only freshman in the
starting lineup against North
Carolina, Abdullah had an interception, a pass deflection and a
tackle for loss in the game.
Abdullah also had six tackles
in the Spring Game and five in the
Furman game, including three
sacks for 13 yards.
Standing at 6'6", Abdullah is
the tallest outside linebacker on
the Clemson team.
"I played center on my high
school basketball team for two
years," said Abdullah. "Even
though I played nose guard in
high school, I'm hoping that my
height will help me as a pass
rusher."
In high school, Abdullah had
151 tackles and led the division in
quarterback sacks. He was named
all-district, all-city all-conlerence
and All-American.
The 20-year-old native of
Jacksonville Beach, Fla., played
football at the same high school

the Tigers used to practice for the
1996 Gator Bowl.
Unlike many college football
players, the person who taught
Abdullah his football moves was
his mother.
"I'm a Mama's boy" said
Abdullah. "She would take me out
in the yard and let me practice
my moves on her. She comes to all
of my games."
Abdullah has much respect for
his mother. She raised five children on her own. He has two older
sisters and two younger brothers.
Rahim Abdullah is an Arabic
name which means "merciful servant of God." Abdullah is a member of the Islamic faith and says
that he practices his religion every
day to keep himself focused.
One of the reasons Abdullah
was drawn to Clemson was the
coaching staff.
"The coaches are great, especially Coach Johnson," Abdullah
said. "Tommy West is a great head
coach. He tries to make sure that
we still enjoy the game."
As a communications major,
Abdullah wants to pursue a
career in sports broadcasting. He
also hopes to play professional
football one day. For now, he has
his mind set on helping Clemson
finish the season with a good
record.
"We have had a hard time lately," Abdullah said, "but make no
mistake about it, we will restore
the roar of the Clemson football
team."

MARC ML VECCHHVinterim photo editor

SACKED: Furman's quarterback receives a sack courtesy of Rahim Abdullah. BraniffBonaventure was sacked
12 times by the Tiger defense.

Great Smokey Mountain Float Camp
"Free Campsite with Canoe Rental"
Located on the beautiful Little Tennesseee River - Highway 28 Franklin NC
* Canoe Rental
* Bike
* RV Park
* Rental
* Campsites
* Hiking
* Fishing
"' Come see the land & water falls*'

CLASSIC PH0TO6f&fcJ^\V IN&&L—

Class.icipwqirapty

Immediate Openings for
"^
Photographers
$6 to $9 per hour
Part-time weekends and evenings
Own transportation a must
Gall 885-0036 for an appointment.

New quality office space
in Clemson on Hwy. 123
at Hwy. 93. Reception
and business services
available. Beautiful
conference and meeting
rooms.

Call 654-2207

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796
Free pregnancy test
Free one-on-one counseling
24 Hour hot line
Hours: Mon. (10-5), Wed. & Fri. (10-2)
Evenings and Saturdays by appointment.
Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center
206 Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Building)
Seneca, SC 29678
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Call toll free for any additional information.

888-556-3639
Fridays Only
The perfect place to enjoy fall foliage!

777V

EIDFERN

777V
REDFERN HEALTH CENTER REDKRN

Monday - Friday 7:30 am - 5 pm

Telephone: 656-2233

COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES (CAPS)
CAPS now has a Web page you can access through the University server.
The address is: http://hubcap.clemson.edu/CAPS/
The site contains a wealth of information describing CAPS services, how
to make appointments, and current group counseling offerings. Check it
out!
HEALTH EDUCATION/ALCOHOL & DRUG AWARENESS
Party Like a Tiger. If you are planning to have a party, let's plan it safe.
All organiztions who host a party on Campus where alcohol is served
need to register their parties at the Office of Health Education at Redfern.
In order to register your party, two members of your organization must
attend either session of the Social Host Training:
September 25, 1996
OR
September 26, 1996
Student Senate Chambers
Student Senate Chambers
5 p.m.
7 p.m.
(Sponsored by the Office of Health Education at 656-1823)
MEDICAL SERVICES
The CU NOW Clinic at Redfern is for students who have an urgent
problem that cannot wait for an appointment. Conditions needing
immediate attention are high fevers, severe pain, the sudden onset of an
illness, lacerations, fractures and new injuries. You will be assessed by a
nurse and receive appropriate medical attention.

.
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Ladies lose at Big Orange Bash
CATH GALVIN

stall writer

Approximate!)' 500 people
journeyed to Jervey Gymnasium
Saturday to support the Clemson
volleyball team in its final match
ol the two-day Big Orange Bash
Tournament.
Clemson lost to 25th-ranked
Colorado State 15-8, 9-15, 16-14,157.
"We played hard, but mentally,
we really let down," head volleyball coach Jolene Jordan Hoover
said.
"We can beat Colorado State.
We had real problems getting our
serves in, and this is all mental, we
know how to serve well,"
The Tigers won their first two
matches with relative ease.
Clemson defeated Appalachian
State 15-3,15-10,15-4.
In addition, the Tigers were victorious over Virginia Tech 15-3,1510,15-13.
In the final game, however,
Clemson faced a tough and overpowering team in Colorado State.
Clemson
middle
blocker
Stephanie Schulz believes that this
definitely had a mental impact on
the unranked Tigers.
"Knowing that a team is ranked
higher or better than you on paper
has a definite impact," Schulz said.
"I think this really affected our
play from the previous two games.
Our blocks weren't as strong and
we just didn't play our game,"
In the first game of the final
match, the Tigers found themselves trailing the Lady Rams by
seven points after a mere live minutes. This was characteristic of the
entire match. Clemson was never
able to get out to an early lead or
capitalize on their opportunities.

Clemson dropped the first
game 15-8, but the)' rallied back
from a 13-9 deficit in game two.
The Tigers stepped up their intensity and level ol play during the
final few points of the game, and
won 15-9.
Momentum
would
have
appeared to have turned
in
Clemson's favor, but Colorado
State started out strong in the third
game.
The Tigers found themselves
down 14-9, but fought to even the
score 14-14.
During these last crucial points
ol the game, the Lady Rams
stepped it up a level and were able
to clinch game three 16-14.
Colorado State dominated
Clemson in game lour and won the

championship convincingly with
a 15-7 victor)'.
Schulz believes that the best
thing the Tigers can do is lorget
about the loss and practice with
more intensity and determination.
"We are going to have to face
teams of this caliber again," Schulz
said.
"The onl\' thing we can do is
forget about it and move on."
Schulz, Julie Rodriguez and
Michelle Thieke were named to
the
All-Tournament
team.
Rodriguez led the Tigers with 15
kills against the Lad)' Rams.
Schulz tallied 12 kills, and Thieke
had 52 assists. MVP honors went
to Colorado States Rainie Rogers,
who accumulated 21 kills against
Clemson.

MIXED DAY: The hgers rolled over their first twooppon
stopped in a tough match against Colorado.
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TIRED OF
THIS WORLD?
We Have A Huge Selection Of Science
Fiction + Fantasy To Carry You Just About
Any PlaceYou Want To Go

1-800-COLLECT
n-ii
EXPLORE
102 North Clemson Ave. • Downtown Clemson
654-2210 • open 9AM - 9PM Eight Days A Week

LONDO
PARIS
HONG KONG
TOKYO
COSTA RICA
MEXICO CITY
FARES ARE EACH WAY FROM COLUMBIA BASED ON A ROUNOTR*>
PURCHASE. FARES DO NOT INCLUDE FEDERAL TAXES OR PFCS
TOTAUNG BETWEEN $3-$45, DEPENDING ON DESTTNATION OR
DEPARTURE CHARGES PAID 0MECTLY TO FORFJGN GOVERNMENTS.

Save The People You Call Up To 44%

Council Travel
National Reservation Center
1-800-2-COUNCIL

(1-800-226-8624)
http://untnv.ciee.org/traveLhttn

EUROPASS FROM $210

EURAILPASSES
AVAILABLE BY PHONE!

For long-distance calls. Savings based on a 3-min. AT&T operator-dialed interstate call.
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Women fall to number one ACC rival Tar Heels
► Despite a good showing,
Lady Tigersfall to top
ranked UNC
RYAN LAWRENCE

staff writer
The Lady Tiger soccer team fell
to 0-1 in the ACC despite a hardfought 2-0 loss to top-ranked UNC
at Chapel Hill on Saturday afternoon.
Although they did not come
home victorious, Head Coach
Tracey Leone felt the game was a
big success.
"We played very well and playing UNC is always a great learning
experience," Leone said.
The defending national champion Tar Heels netted their first
goal 31 minutes into the first half.
Freshman Nicole Roberts crossed
the ball to Rakel Karvelsson, who
scored from just a few feet in front
of the goal line.
Clemson goalkeeper Meredith
McCullen stopped 25 shots, and
the Tigers held off the powerful
Tar Heel offensive attack until the
game was 81 minutes old.
"Meredith McCullen and
sweeper Christie Szyman played
outstanding," Leone said. "The
team got out to a great start and

kept going and going. They never
quit."
The Tar Heels tallied their second goal when Rebekah McDowell
and Robin Confer found an undefended Amy Roberts at the left top
of the penalty area.
Roberts rifled the ball past
McCullen at the 81:56 mark to seal
the Tar Heel victory.
With the loss, the Lady Tigers
fall to 2-1 overall and 0-1 in the
Atlantic Coast Conference. Their
next conference game is Friday at
Virginia.
Sophomore
Sara
Burkett
remained positive after the loss.
"We played very well and we
improved from last year," Burkett
said. "Everyone was a little nervous before the game, but we knew
that we didn't have anything to
lose. We just went out and gave it
our best."
The Lady Tigers were outshot
in the game 27-3. Leone did
observe that her team struggled
with the ball up front. However,
she was very pleased with the
ladies' overall performance. "The
loss had a very positive effect on
our team," Leone said. "They'll go
into the next game with a better
mentality."
The Lady Tigers are also coming together as a team rather

PLAYED WELL: While the Lady Tigers left Chapel Hill with a loss, they lost no pride with a strong showing
against the number one Tarheels.
quickly despite losing a couple of
key players from last year's team.
"Team chemistry is the best it
has ever been," Leone said.

Leone was very excited with
the progression of the new players.
"Their adjustments have been

unbelievable," Leone said. "They fit
in perfectly with talent and personality. They are tough, independent and great kids."

Tigers emerge from soccer tournament with 2-1 record
JUSTIN SHUM

staff writer
The 15th-ranked Clemson
men's soccer team's record stands
at 2-1 after one win and one loss
while competing in the Portland
Men's
Soccer
Invitational
Tournament.
The team completed a 3-0 upset

of third-ranked Portland Sunday
coming off a disappointing 4-1
loss to the University of
Washington.
Sophomore John Wilson led the
Tigers in their defeat of Portland
with a goal and an assist.
The first goal for the Tigers
came on an unassisted shot by
Craig Wenning from the top of the

box.
The second goal, scored by Jeff
Yenzer, came off the rebound of a
shot by John Wilson.
Wilson scored the third and
final goal with the assist going to
Danny Care.
Saturday's 4-1 loss to the
Washington Huskies came as a
result of four unanswered goals by

the Huskies in the second half.
The Tigers' lone goal came on a
header by Eric Quill in the first
half.
"We dominated in the first half
and played well," head coach
Trevor Adair said.
The Tigers faltered in the second half, missing some early
chances to expand on a 1-0 first

half lead.
The Huskies tied the score on a
penalty kick at 55:20, in the second
nalf.The game-winning goal did
not come until the 78:57 mark,
with about 12 minutes left.
The two other goals came as the
Tigers played their defensemen
forward in an attempt to tie the
game.

An alternative health insurance plan for
Clemson University Students

Student
Health
Insurance
Coverage that complements Student Health Center services as well as University-sponsored
coverage, such as Emergency Care, Accident and Illness coverage.

• $1,000,000 in maximum benefits
• Premiums are payable monthly
• It's portable - you keep this plan as long as you pay the premiums
(most student health plans terminate upon graduation).
• You decide how long you want your coverage. This plan offers flexible coverage periods

For more information, contact:
Health Benefit Concepts, Inc. (800) 463-2317
Student Insurance Division (800) 303-3815
Underwritten by
BlueCross BlueShield
of South Carolina

Clemson University does not endorse or sponsor this health plan.
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Davidson falls to Lady Tigers
► Offense is strong in 4-1
victory over non-conference
Davidson.
CHRISTOPHER KISCO

staff writer
The ninth-ranked Lady Tigers
rebounded from Saturday's loss to
top- ranked North Carolina with a
4-1 victory over Davidson Monday
night at Riggs Field.
The win increased the Tigers
all-time record against non-conference opponents to an impressive 27-1.
More importantly the Tigers
did not show any adverse affects
from the loss to the Tarheels, scoring two goals during the first three
minutes of the game.
The North Carolina game
served as an important barometer
for measuring how far the Lady
Tigers have come in only their
third year of existence.
"They test you to your limit,"
said Head Coach Tracey Leone.
"You can either fall or you can rise,
and they rose."
Against Davidson, freshman
Sara Burkett recorded both scores
in the opening minutes, one on a
converted penalty kick and the
other on a corner kick.
The penalty kick was set up
when Sheri Bueter was taken
down from behind by a Davidson
defender while heading towards
the goal.
Bueter, who returned this year
after missing all of last season
with an injury, was a constant
nemesis to the Davidson defense,
constantly setting up her teammates and recording several shots
of her own.
The Lady Tigers set the tone of
the game, going out to an early
lead.
The Lady Tigers held a 2-0
advantage until Davidson's Kelly

OWEN DRISKILL

TENACfTY: Clemson midfielder Beth Keller attempts to steal the ball from a Davidson player. The Lady Tigers
won the game, 4-1
Rennick connected off a nice feed
from teammate Amy Kanoff to
make the score 2-1.
Freshman Jennifer Crawford,
making her Lady Tigers debut,
answered with her first career goal
to give the Tigers a two-goal cushion.
The Lady Tigers were impressive on the offensive side of the
ball.
Players routinely advanced the
ball past the Davidson defense the
entire length of the field and set up
their teammates with good scor-

ing opportunities.
In the final minute of the game
the Lady Tigers sealed the game
with their fourth goal as Shari
Bueter and Jennifer Crawford
evaded defenders with good crosses that set up Lissa Mansberry for
a score.
The victory may have been
more convincing, but Davidson
goalie Allison Nozesky made several impressive saves among the 19
shots she faced.
"We kept getting chances," said
Leone.

"We just need to focus on
putting some of those away.
Overall, the effort was outstanding."
In preparation for the difficult
upcoming ACC schedule, Leone
noted that this team will be better
prepared than past squads partly
because of experience.
"The first two years we had to
start over and build from the
beginning," said Leone. "This team
can build on what we've had
before, as we finally have a foundation."

Vitale ranks Tiger basketball below ACC foes
► Women are ranked
No. 24 in Dick Vitale's
Women's Basketball poll.
STAFF REPORTS

The Clemson men's basketball
team is ranked 12th in Dick
Vitale's 1996-97 College Basketball
Preview Top 40 poll. Kansas is the
top-ranked team followed by
Wake
Forest,
Cincinnati,
Villanova, Kentucky UCLA, Utah,
Duke, North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, Michigan and Tulane.
In Vitale's women's top 25 basketball poll, Clemson is ranked
24th.
Stanford is the highest- rated
team on this list followed by
Connecticut, Georgia, Iowa,
Tennessee, Alabama, Virginia, Old
Dominion, Western Kentucky and
Penn State.

TOUTED: Haroldjameson and the Tigers are ranked 12th in a preseason
poll, hut are below many ACC rivals.

Men's Soccer
John Wilson, a sophomore forward from Seneca, S.C, was
named Atlantic Coast Conference
Player of the Week. Wilson scored
one goal and had one assist in
Clemson's 3-0 upset over third-

ranked Portland last Sunday.
Clemson is ranked 18th in the
latest National Soccer Coaches
Association of America/Umbro
Select poll.
Duke is first in the nation followed by UCLA, Virginia,
Creighton, Santa Clara, St. John's
Rutgers, Cal-State Fullerton,
Rhode Island and WisconsinMadison.
Women's Soccer
Clemson moved up five spots to
ninth in the National Soccer
Coaches
Association
of
America/Umbro Select poll. North
Carolina remains number one in
the nation followed by Notre
Dame, Santa Clara, Connecticut,
Portland, Maryland, Texas A&M,
Massachusetts and Florida.
Cross Country
Senior Tina Jensen, of the Lady
Tiger cross country team, was
named the ACC Performer of the
Week for her individual win at the
Western Carolina Invitational last
weekend. Jensen, a senior from
Denmark, ran a time of 18:36 in the
3.1-mile race. Clemson finished in
first place at the meet.

Clemson alumni Fernandez wins U.S. Open doubles
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Former Clemson player Gigi
Fernandez and her partner came
back from behind to win the 1996
U.S. Open doubles title.
Second-seeded Gigi Fernandez
and Natasha Zvereva rallied to
win the U.S. Open women's

doubles championship Sunday,
defeating No. 1-seeded Jana
Novotna and Arantxa Sanchez
Vicario 1-6,6-1,6-4.
It was the 12th Grand Slam
doubles title for FernandezZvereva but their first this year,
and pushed their doubles record
for 1996 to 19-4. Their only other

doubles championship this season
came in the Pan Pacific tournament at Tokyo.
The loss was only the third this
season in doubles play for Novotna
and Sanchez Vicario, who had
won titles at the Lipton, Hilton
Head, Madrid and Eastbourne
events.

m

The victory for FernandezZvereva meant that each of the
Slams doubles crowns this year
went to different teams. Chanda
Rubin and Sanchez Vicaro won
the Australian, Lindsay Davenport
and Mary Joe Fernandez won the
French, and Martina Hingis and
Helena Sukova took Wimbledon.

sports editor
Following a 45-0 defeat to
North Carolina and a
lackluster performance
against Furman, the quiet
whispers, questioning
Clemson head football coach
Tommy West, have begun.
Before some of you begin
designing your "West must
Go" T-shirts, allow me to
illustrate some reasons why,
quite simply, you are wrong.
Former head football
coach Ken Hatfield decimated the Clemson program.
Clemson's talent level and
recruiting base diminished
more than anybody realized.
His teams had a few good
players, such as Brentson
Buckner, but they lacked
overall team speed and
quickness. Few of his players
could match the talent of
Donnell Woolford, James
Trapp, Terry Allen, Michael
Dean Perry or Chester
McGlockton
Tommy West, assumed
the job of head coach in 1993.
The state of Clemson football
appeared stable, but within, it
was collapsing.
Rebuilding is a slow
process, and Clemson is
nowhere near the level of
today's national powerhouses.
Yet, West has a good vision
for the future.
He has recruited defense
with players such as sophomore linebacker Anthony
Simmons and freshman linebackers Rahim Abdullah and
Idris Price. Price was rated as
the fourth-best linebacker in
the country by SuperPrep.
Northwestern University
founded their rise to the top
10 ona strong defense.
Offensively, West understands the role of a good
passing game.
Prior to this season, he stated that Clemson would have
to complete passes to take
pressure off the running game.
Against UNC, quarterback
Nealon Greene and his
receivers could not connect
even though they faced only
man-to-man coverage. West
and his coaches made good
calls, but the athletes could
not make the plays.
In addition, West is an
intelligent coach who understands a player's talents. For
example, he had the sense to
move Patrick Sapp from the
depths of backup quarterback to outside linebacker.
Last April, Sapp was drafted
in the second round by the
San Diego Chargers.
I would much rather have
West at the helm than an
unscrupulous coach like
Florida's Steve Spurrier, the
Richard Nixon of Division I.
Spurrier wins, and he has
a top-ranked program. Yet, he
also benches his star quarterback, Danny Wuerffel, for
making a few bad passes.
Clemson's head coach understands placing the sport in
Eerspective. He wants to win,
ut not at the expense of a
player.
West is a quality coach
with a sincere love for his
team. He needs time to cultivate the talent Clemson
needs for a return to national
prominence.

WEEKEND EVENTS
Cross country

Men's soccer

Men's soccer

Men's/Women's
cross country in
Clemson
invitational.
Saturday am

Tigers face UNC
this weekend.
Sunday 2 p.m.

Georgia Southern
comes to Clemson
on September 18
7 p.m.

Leone provides direction for Ladies
► After a successful soccer
career, Tracey Leone brings
experience to coachingjob.
KERRI WEST

staff writer
■he next time you go to a
women's soccer game, look
down on the sidelines to see
if you can spot the coach.
If you try to find her by listening for a loud, booming voice, you
are going to be unsuccessful.
Instead, Took for the tiniest person
on the field, excluding most children, of course. She is Head Coach
Tracey Leone, the woman responsible, along with an excellent
assistant staff, for making
Clemson an established and
respected name in collegiate
women's soccer.
Leone was born and raised in
Dallas. Naturally, she was very
athletic as a kid, participating in
soccer, swimming and basketball.
In 1985, she received a scholarship to the University of North
Carolina where she majored in
education and played soccer for
the Tarheels. After graduation, she
returned to Dallas to teach for two
years, and then moved on to help

T

DAN ACUNA/staff photographer

Clemson soccer coach, Tracey Leone, has brought success to the Lady Tiger squad. As a player,
Leone suited up in blue and whitefor UNC

EXPERIENCE:

Offense still
needs work
► While the Tigers won, the
offense remains sluggish
against a weak opponent.

Ray Leone as a volunteer assistant
coach at Creighton University in
Omaha.
During the first five years after
graduation, she was also a midfielder on the U.S. Women's
National team, which won the
World Cup in 1991.
Opportunity knocked for
Tracey and Ray when Clemson
decided to start a women's soccer
program. They applied as a
pair-an all or nothing deal-and
the Clemson Athletic Department
swept them up very quickly, naming Tracey Leone as Clemson's
first-ever women's soccer coach on
June 30,1993.
Tracey was excited at her
chance to initiate a program in
the country's best conference.
"The ACC is where you want to
start because it's the standard,"
Leone said. "You always want to
challenge yourself, and there is no
greater challenge than starting a
team in the ACC."
With two winning seasons
already under her belt and a third
well on its way, Tracey plans to
stay in Clemson for a while.
'We love the college town, the
area-we love the South," said
Leone. "I especially love the
SEE COACH, PAGE 14

Tigers end frustration, beat Furman
► The Tigers end a two
game losingstreak with a
win against Furman.
OWEN DRISKILL

KEVIN BRIDGES

assistant sports editor
The first points scored by the
Tiger football team since
November 18, 1995, were scored
when Eric Bradford recovered a
fumble and ran nine yards for the
touchdown Saturday against
Furman. In fact, the only offensive
player involved was place kicker
Michael Brice, who missed the
extra point.
The Tiger defense has done an
impressive job so far this year. It's
easy to say after a 45-0 rout that
the defense played horrible, but
when the offense is as ineffective as
it was in the North Carolina
matchup, the defense is on the field
for most of the game.
"I thought our defense played
well a week ago," said Head Coach
Tommy West, "but they ran out of
gas at the end of it."
The Tiger defense held the
Tarheels at bay for a long time, only
allowing 10 points in the first twoand-a-half quarters. The defense
can't last forever without some
offensive help, though, and North
Carolina took advantage of that
fact for the rest of the game.
"I'm not overly excited right
now about our offense," said West.
"We still have tons of work to do."
One huge reason why the
Clemson offense is sputtering is
the loss of Antwuan Wyatt. - By
losing him, the Tigers effectively
start their offensive drives closer
to their own endzone and have
SEE

BALL, PAGE 15

sports editor
Clemson's struggling offense
registered a pulse Saturday afternoon, and the defense emerged as
a juggernaut as the Tiger's defeated the Furman Paladins 19-3 in
Death Valley.
"I'm really surprised at the
way we're playing defensively
right now," head football coach
Tommy West said. "We are a. really young defensive team that is
playing extremely well right
now."
The Tigers tallied a teamrecord 12 sacks and held the
Paladins to -29 yards rushing.
Nine Clemson players either
sacked Furman quarterback
Braniff Bonaventure or assisted in
sacks.
Red-shirt freshman linebacker Rahim Abdullah led the
Tigers with three sacks, and linebacker Anthony Simmons had
two sacks.
"We lost 45-0 in the last game
so we had to get out and make an
impression in this game,"
Abdullah said.
Offensively, the Tigers' garnered 332 yards total offense
while Furman managed only 122
yards.
Running back Raymond
Priester gained 119 yards in 17
attempts, and fullback Emory
Smith scored the Tigers only
offensive touchdown.
Smith's two-yard plunge in the
third quarter gave Clemson the
19-3 lead.
The Tigers's first offensive

GRAHM KJNARD/sl.ifr photographel

FUMBLE: Erik Bradford recovers afirst quarterfumblefor a touchdown. This was the first touchdown
scored by the offense or defense in two games.
touchdown drive was sparked by
a 51-yard punt return by Dexter
McCleon.
Quarterback Nealon Greene
completed five passes in 11
attempts for 136 yards. Kenya
Crooks caught two passes for 61
yards and hauled in a career-best
55-yard completion.
Despite the offense's improvement over their abysmal performance in the UNC game, West
was not immensely pleased.

"I'm not overly excited right
now about our offense," West said.
"In the first half, when it didn't go
well, our quarterback got tentative.
For Nealon to play well, he has
to be aggressive, and we've talked
about that a lot with him."
Midway through the first
quarter, the Clemson defense
broke the scoring drought which
had plagued the offense for eight
consecutive quarters.

Furman, facing third down
and six from their own 24-yard
line, elected to pass.
Tiger defensive end Tony
Plantin sacked Bonaventure,
forcing a fumble.
Defensive end Eric Bradford
snatched the ball off the turf and
rambled nine yards for Clemson's
first touchdown since last seaSEE

WIN,
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